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In Our 94th Year

Tuesday Afternoon, January 2, 1973

Poinsettias Are
Delivered In Area
The Murray Lions Club
Poinsettia Committee delivered
al Poinsettias to Fern Terrace
Lodge, Murray Calloway
County Hospital-Convalescent
Division, the West View Nursing 'Home, the ,Puryear Nursing Home and to a number of
pew* who are ill at their
homes.
Those aiding in thedistribut Ion
of the Poinsettias are Vernon
Anderson, John Belt, Frank
Tali, Finis Griffith, James
Harmon, Norman Klapp,
George Lilly, Paul Maegard,
j,,hnn) McDougal, Oliver
Mclemore, Homer Miller, Rue
Overbey, Jack Rose, TorQ
Simley, Randolph Story, Bryan

Vot-- 0(XXXIV No 1

10' Per Copy

First Baby Of New Year.
Born Monday Afternoon
•

—

Mr. and
Mrs. Donny
, Dexter Route One,
Hargroie.
are the parents of the first baby
to be born in. 1973.
Named Regina Faye, the 54b.
13.1.1-eurice girl waa burn, at

yonday..—

Calloway Schools
To Issue Report
Cards January 9

The Hargrove girt is the
winner of the "First Baby
Contest", sponsored by the
Ledger and Times, and will
receive a nwnber of free gifts
foae local merchants.
Storey's Food Giant will give
two cases of baby formula to the
Hargrove baby, and Mr. and
Mrs Hargrove will be given ten
gallons of gasoline from the
Max Mc44siston Super Shell.
sent a
Shirley Florist will predozen red roses to Mrs.
Shoe
Hargrove, and Ryan
Store, will provide the baby
with her first pair of shod.
Murray Beauty Salon will give
Mrs. Hargrove a shanipoo and
set, and a baby arrangement
will bothe gilt to the first baby
froth the Poppy Shoppe.
Two tickets to either of the
three Murray Theatres, a baby
cup froin I.indsey's Jewelry,
and ten Ater dollars from
Peoples flank will also be
complimentary gifts for the new
baby.
Trenhobn's will give a free
pizza or Italian spaghetti dinner, and Love's Studio will give
the new parents a photograph of
the first baby of 1973.
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. Carefully crack open 'bee
nuts, remove the kernels, but
save the matching half shells
Then compose fun-type "fortunes," inserting ea c h beteeen paired empty walnut
half shelh Put the fortune
stuffed half shells together
using glue to hold intact
Heap "fortune walnuts" into
a nut bowl, furnish a nutcracker
then
circulate
-amidst the crowd Be sure
each party guest gets a crack
at a walnut believable or not,
comparing fortunes is one
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guarantees a chuckle worth
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in full force to hail cheers to
the new, have plenty of sea
ed roasted walnuts for the
••
to /emend' with liquid
refreshments too

Tuesday, January 2
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
the First Presbyterian Church
will meet with Mrs. Olis McNeil-9 at 1:30
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two stUdetits front Calloway
County High School as special
'Group.]of the First Christian
guests at the meeting held
will meet with
Church
December 12 at the Triangle
Mrs. Henry Holton at ten a.m.
Inn.
with Mrs. David Roos in charge
Cindy Bailey and Helen
44 the program.
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counselor at Calloway High.
Group II of the First Chre.stlan
Mrs. Albert Korb. The Qed•
Church CWF will meet with
• Club -bad as its Christmas'
Mrs. A. B. Austin at two p.m.
Project its coordinating project
with Mrs. Jewell Evans as
of service to girls. The two girls
hostess. Mrs. Lessie Pickard
were recipients of gifts from the
_Will be in charge of the program
club.
and Mrs. W. Hawkins Valentine
Members joined their guests
will give the devotion.
An saying the Quota Collect and
singing Christmas carols.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Heloise Roberts presided in the
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
Helen
president.
absence of the
will meet at the Masonic Hall'at
Spann.
seven p.m.'Husbands- Of Qui:liar-Was were'
MEMBF:RS OF the'Rebecca Stutday School Class of the Elm Grove Baptist Church are shown in
Mrs. Koska Jones opened her
front of the church. They are, left to right, first roe, Pearl Moore, Grace Barnes, Sadie Harrell, I Ad invited as guests and present
The Kappa Department of the
were G. B. Jones and Bud home for the December
Chaney, and Mar Williams; second row, Delma Parker. Leffie Houston, Nova Cohoon, Bessie Colson.
Murray Woman's Club will
Stalls.
Hoy Caldwell, and hutress Hale: third row, Letha (oases. ZeLla Futrell, Eupres Houston, Beatrice
Meeting of the South' Pleasant meet at
the club house at 7:30
Grove Homemakers Club. A
Owen, and Gladys Outland, fourth row, Hilda Mauptn, LW= Wells, and Stella Futrell. Members
p.m. with the program to be a
potluck luncheon was served.
invite, interested persons to attend the class each Sunday morning.
Chinese Auction. Hostesses will,
The president, Mrs. Milford be
Mesdames _David Lamer,
the
Orr, presided, and
Robert McCuart, Richard.
secretary-treasurer, Mrs. Ellis Knight,
MORNING COFFEE
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Pb..e 71.3- IIII7 ;se ?WHO
Ross Paschall, gave her Norris Gorrell.
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retorts.
COFFEECAF.E
Mrs. 'Dennis Boyd gave the
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I teaspoon vanilla extract
Each room was lovely with the Denms Boyd, Hallet Stewart,
The Fent Baptist Church
4 tablespoons red raspberry
many beautiful Christmas Chitin E. Jones, Bob Orr, women will meet at seven p.m.
jam
decorations..
Milford Orr, Jackie But- at the church.
•
1/2 cup chopped medium-finei)
The dining table, covered with terworth, -Kent Simpson,
walnuts
a red linen cloth was centered Raymond Story, Anna Kelly,
ewe
1 tablespoon suga;
The Kathleen Jones Group of
with a beautiful arrangement of arid Keska Jones.
'2 teaspoons einnatenon
fantasy flowers flanked by
The January 10th meeting at the First Baptist Church Will
twining tapers, and was laden one pin will be held at the nieet at the church at 6 30 p.m.
Into a large mixing bowl silt
with delicious holiday food.
together the flour 1 cup sugar.
home of Mrs. Kent Simpson.
baking powder and salt Cut in
Enjoying the occasion With
Wpow al the Oaks Gauntry
better with a pastry blender
Mr and Mrs Allbritton we 1 Make a headboard bs ArnClub wilt play both .regular
until mixture resembles coarse
e/swine(
decorative drapery
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husband Is no dummy I cannot understand why he doesn't
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If your muffin tins have more
and
,
WalstonGrace
Hopkins,
When I quit smoking. I didn't have people telling me
cups than you need_ protect the
- Sue Millet.
that one cigaret wouldn't hurt me. And if a person has
pan and keep the eAuffins moist
joined A A , nobody would tell him that one little drink
by putting a few tablespoons of
wouldn't hurt him.
wince in the unused cups
COFFEET1ME SNACK
People who are dieting should be given the same help
Coffee
Cheesecake Cookies'
as those who have given up smoking or alcohol After all, a
CHEESECAKE COOKIES
weight problem is harmful to one's health, too ON A DIET
This utterly delicious dessert
comes from "Someone's in the
DEAR ON: I agree. Dieter; need all the help they can
Kitchen with Dinah'. by Dinah
get. bat don't blame those who tempt you if you can't resist
Shore e Doubleday*
temptation.
1/3 cup brown sugar. packed
1/2 cup walnuts, chopped
DEAR ABBY: We are having trouble with some friends
I cup flour
we have known a long time
1/3 cup butter, melted
119
As our invited guests they feel free to Change the dates
1 8-ounce package cream
Barbara Jewell
of their visits with no regard lo our planning
cheese
They have even failed to tell us they were not coming
_
1/4 cup granulated sugar
MONKSHOOD
1 egg
until the day they were expected. The last time they did
GROWS IN WEST
1 tablespoon lemon juice
this we had borrowed beds aod bought food for their week,
One of the perennial plant
2 tablespoons cream or milk
others in for a party
invited
also
had
We
visit
end
United
Western
native to the
1 teaspoon vanilla
There never seems to be a reason, such as an emergenStates is Aceeitte often called
Menkshood because its beauticy that keeps them from following thru on a planned trip.
Mix brown sugar. nuts and
ful blue flower are hood-like
0
They just call at the last minute and cancel
flour together in a large bowl.
in shape It grows wild in the
How would you handle Mends like these?
Stir in the butter and mix with
West. but can be cultivated
PITTSBURGERS your hands until crumbly ReThe plant usually grows to
heights of theee to lour feet
move 1 cup of the mixture to be
although occasionnityeeseur may
DEAR PrITSBURGERS: If you invite these "friends"
later as a topping Place
used
tall.
see- one that is six feet
to be your guests again, you deserve what you get.
in An 8-inch square
remainder
livestock
keep
to
Cntelemen try
pan and press firmly Bake at
away-from the Ateetite because
350 degrees for about 12 to 15
the plant is very poisonous.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "NO LEFTOVERS": Why didn't
A wreath, or a 'spray of
minutes_ Beat cream cheese
family
flowers tells a bereaved
you come right out and ask for, some of the leftover
until smooth With the granolaremembered..
that you
turkey? Since you brought the birdie* the family dinner you
ted sugar Beat in the egg, lemcarries a message which
on juice, cream and vanilla.
were entitled to take some of the leftovers home with you.
beyond mere worde. We selliteles1
POir this onto the baked cruse.
flowers with the utmost care.
You need more "backbone" and less "wishbone"!
Call us where you need flowers.
Top with the reserved crumbi.
Return to a 350-degree oven-and
Feebleness Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write to
bake for about 25 minutes Cool
ABBY, BOX 69700, L. A., CALIF. NM and enclose a
thoroughly. then cut into t vete
stamped, addressed envelope.
inch squares These can be
baked the day before serving.
Hate to write letters? Send SI to Abby, Box swim. Los
12th at Poplar St
with plastic Wrap and
Cover
Angelo., Cal. sass, for Abby's booklet, "How to Write Let752-6100
keep refrigerated. Makes le
lens kw All Occasions."
cookies

Mrs, Aoska Jones

Hostess For Meet
Homemakers Club

ing
is
nterested
in schools
ergarden
2. The
e College
stands for,
r exceeds

ell known
stor, and
mg "Bible
from 7.00
ning. The
ublic, and
ers along
I laymen
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Mrs; Ben T.(Enuna Newton
has returned to her home in
Anchorrage, Alaska, after
being called here for the funeral
of .her nephew, David Wayne
Orr of Mayfield. Shenistted her
Mother, Mrs. -Eufaula Orr
Sanders of Murray Route Peet,
and her mother-in-law, Mrs.
Lillian Colson of Cadiz. Her
husband is stationed with the
Arney at Fort Richardson;
Alaska.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Gibbs-and
two sons of Washington Court
)use,Ohie, were -recent guests
of his mother, Mrs. Angie
•
Mrs. Kenneth Turner of
Murray Route Five has been
disiiiissed from Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. ,

United Daughters
Of Confederacy
Meet Recently
.Chapter of
The J. N. Wilhan is
the Umteel Daughters, of the
Confederacy No. 805, Murray,
held its regular meeting in the '.
beautiful country home of Mrs. ,
John J. Livesay of New Con-) ,
,where a Christmaretheino.,---prevailed throughout the house./
The banquet table was laid
with a lovely lace cloth centered e
with an arrangement of pine
tines, holly and ornaments.,"
flanked by tell, silver cane_
delabra holding red candles.
. _
luncheon
to
Adelicious buffet
was servedat noon, then the
spacious
guests retired
den where a brightly. lighted
Christmas tree stood by the
„fireplace holding gifts to be
erted by the drawing of
iibus,
nilth
dw

Mrs. Barnes Burkeen of Almo
returned lionie Thursday after a
visit with her daughter, Mrs,
Richard James, Mr. James,
A brief business meeting -1i
arid dauetiters, Leslie arid lain, -eseiducted by the preeidine, .
of Bowling Green.
Miss Maude F. Nance, and it
was decided to continue Tie'
presentation of a medal to the
Major and Mrs. Stan Young R. 0, 1'. C. at Murray Stile
and daughters of Fort Hood, University for the President's
Texas, hove been the holiday Review of Awards Day.
guests of their parents, Mr, and
Miss Peggy Visher rendered
Mrs. Alfred Young and son, Christmas Carols on the acMark, and Mr. and Mrs. Bruce eurdian during the lunch hour
King.
arid at intervals after the
business ineetutte
Mr, and Mrs. Sam Henry and
Members present were;
son, Sammy of Erlanger have
Mesdames E. W. Riley, Myra
been the guests of her parents.
Mundity, Henry Elliott, G. B.
Mr and Mrs. Bruce King.
Scott, Leis Sammons, Metes
Linn, Leonard Vaughn, Jo
Dr. and Mrs.7Vayne Brown
Chandler, Charles R. Stuband children, David, Alan, and
blefield, Hess Crossland, Dr.
Leigh Beth, of Lansing, Mich.,
Helene Visher, Dr. Mildred
have beeq the holiday guests of Hatcher, Misses Cappie Beale,
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. 0.
Maude F. Nance and the
feexiurant. Dr. and Mrs Brown hostess, Mrs. John J. Livesay.
and their two older children
Visitors were: Mesdames,
attended an ACE meeting in St.
Augustine, Fla, last week and Harry Sparks, J. I. Hosicit,.
Laura Beth stayed with her Margaret Crawford, -J. 0.'
Chambers, Betty
Farris,'
grandparents.
Kosella
Outland, Madge.
Harold I.loyd Dunn, Mrs. Diuguid and Miss Peggy Visher.•
Mrs. Chambers and Mrs.
Hallet,Dunn. and Mr and Mrs.
Lassiter have returned Outland are prospective new
borne after a tour of the Metro? Iliembers.
Co-hostess was Mrs. Douglas
Florida and visiting relatives
Shoemaker.
and friends enroute.

a
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Year End Clearance Sale
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* Dresses
* Sportswear
* Lingerie
* Skirts
* Jackets
* Vests
* Pants
* Coots
* Gifts

FIELD CREST

BRA 81 GIRDLE

TOWEL

SALE

SALE
Orli!

Big Savings on

Popular Styles

SHOES

Values to
20.00

Parit

to

Sale

$999

1 Group

SHOES
$699

BOOTS

"

Reg. Shoes
6.00-20.00

1 Group

SHOES

Sole
$499.9 399 . $499 .

$999 to $1499 -

*s MANY ITEMS NOT LISTED *
Please, No Approvals or Lay-A-Ways

P'Accippit

"G

* Open Daily 9 a.m.-5:30 p.m. *
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Earn Return Trip To
Super Bowl With Steelers Win

Murray ,State Defeated In Final Dolphins
Round Of Queen City Tournament
The Murray State Racers
were defeated in the championship round of the Queen
City Tournament by host
Canisius Saturday night Oy the
score of 90-79.
The tournament ended with
two -seconds remaining oi the
clock. A pushing fracas oke
out at that point and off lab
ended the game since the
Griffins were assured of. the
title
Coach Cal Luther's Racers
trailed throughout the second
half after a cold shooting spell
enabled Canisiu-s to pelt out to a
. nine-point advantage, 8442,
Murray climbed _back within
five twice late in the game, the
final tune at 80-75 with 3:40 to
play, but could never catch the
Griffins.
The two squads battled evenly
throughout the first half. MSU
4
led bs.. three, 37-34, with 4:20 to
go but Canisius outscored the
Racers 11-2 the next three
minutes to bounce out front 4539
Murray trimmed the deficit to
47-43 at the half and scored the
first bucket of the second half
never
but
caught
the
homestandmg Griffins
Senior Les Taylor claimed
game honors for Murray with 211
points, the same number he
collected in the Racers opening
roand victory over -Fairfield.
The 6-3 forward sacked 11 field
goats and cashed six of seven
free throw attempts
Sophomore Mike Coleman
chipped in 18 for MSU, 16 of
then) coming in the fleet half.
Marcelous Starks contributed
13 markers to the Racer effbit
arid Steve Barrett added 12.

All five Canisilis starters tempts for 52 per cent - and
reached double figures. Aaron Canisius hit on 39 of 76 tries for
Covington and :Mike Norwood 51 per cent. The Racers counted
After
PITTSBURGH i
each collected 17 points, Mike 11 of, 14 attempts from the
Macaluso bagged 15, a point charity ...stripe while, the Grif- a stopover in Pittsburgh, the
ahead of Gary Lawrefite, and fins, who held a 33-32 rebound Miami Dolphins are taking the
high read to the Super ,Bowl.
edge, cashed 12 of 15.
Mel Montgomery had 11.
MSU, now 5-3. returns to It's. Los Angeles or bust.
Both teams hittietter than 60
action Saturday night at home
percent from the field MUrray
Action.
State connected on 34 of 65 at- against Athletes in

-We've been to the Super Bowl
already but we want, to get
there and win for- a change,"
says Miami Cirarli Don Shute.
The Dolphins, w_hv lost last

year's National Football Sunday for the American ConLeague championship game to ,f1Yeetwe title.
The Doiphins will play the
the Dallas.Cowboys, earned a
return trip this year by beating Washington RedskinS Jan.
the Pittsburgh Steelers 21-17 Fir the world, title. The Red-

Bucks Drop One-Point
Decision Tolialtimere

Southe
Half To
By JACK STEVE
Assesciated Press Spo
PASADENA, Calif.
Even before the •
counted, tile Univesity
-ere California h,
whehningly won the
collegiate football

skins walloped . the Cowboys
Suoday for the National Conference chainpionship.
"The Steelers are a. yieuug.
leani and a tpegh tealli and
you'll hear a lot from them in

-neid-LTtesShuIa
Wand's heroics were prid•
vided by punter Larry Senile;
who rap itfake omit 17 yards to
set, Up'the-tSidg- score_ in the
second quarter, and ,quarterBY: DON CARR
back Bob Griese, who led the
Dolphins tua pair Uf secenii.
DECEMBER
31,
1972'
toP TWENTY TEAMS half TDs after taking over for
stailetEarnixtralt.
- 95 2
II - PENNSYLVANIA
-10:0
1 -U. C • L._ A.
-It has to be the most (Asyrie- A-ssotIATED PRESS. clock. I don't know hew much
- 94.7
12 - SAN FRANCISCO
2 - LONG SEAtH STATE
rany thintin iny career," said
What's faster than a speeding time was left, but I knew there
- 94 6
-100,4
1 3 - PROVIDENCE
3 - MARYLAND
Seipte, a fernier running back
Bullet'
wasn't much. So I just tried to
94,5
YOUNG
BRIGHAM
14
-100.2
ST.
'CAROLINA
NO.
in college. "I knew by the films
4.The Milwaukee Bucks didn't get some sort of shot up there
-94.4
15 - KANSAS STATE
- 97.9
-that -the Steelers run Iwo guys
5 - MARQUETTE
have the answer Monday night and maybe Elvin or Wes Un- 94.2
from the outside and leave the
16 - VANDERBILT
- 97.6
38-87 seld could get the rebound."
and as a result, lost
6 - MISSOURI
uiiiddle open. Most of the time,
National Basketball Association
INDIANA
17
-96.3
7
MINNESOTA
93.S
Gail Goodrich and Jerry West
their
guys have their bails to
decision to the tialtimore Bul- provided the spark to power
- 93.5
18 - LOUISVILLE
-96.2
8 - NORTH CAROLINA
the_ball."
lets.
93.4
ALABAMA
lAis Angeles over Seattle.
19
- 96.0
9 - S. W. LOUISIANA
• Seiple, therefore, took advanMike Riordan sped through
Goodrich scored 17 points in
- 93.3
20 - FLORIDA STATE
-7 95,3
NEW MEXICO
10tage of the Steelers' inattention
defense
and
deMilwaukee
the
a red-hot second quarter and
arid -ran off the key play.'
PCT-880
H I T- 1 496
MISSED-204
hvered a jump shot with.57 sec- West fired in 16 in the third peSEASONS RECORD
"It was a yery 'alert play,"
onds left to provide the Bullets riod. Goodrich wound up with
SERVICE
RATINGS
CARR
COPYRIGHT 1973 BY THE
said Pittsburgh Coach Chuck
with their triuniph.
35 points and West had 31.
Noll.
Riordan scored 23 points
Despite the loss, Null's Steeloverall as the Bullets beat the
ers weren't down. •
Bucks for the first time in 14
-We are going to go all the
games. Milwaukee had taken
way next season," declared deBaltimore' t3 straight time*
fensive end- Dwight White.
since Dec. 14, 1970. --Say, I'm ready to go to camp
The defeat, Milwaukee's sec•
-rigid now."
ond straight, cut the Bucks'
Most other Steelers expressed
lead in the Midwest Division to
similar sentiments, but at the
21-, games over idle Chicago.
same time, many• conceded the
The Bullets took a half-game
advantage over Atlanta in the
Perhapd his greatest individ- the lean who would become the end of the season, even though
By GARY MIHOCES
Yet thedecoi d books cannot
%Iwo he was killed Sunday
it came two weeks earlier than
Central Division.
Associated Press sports Writer
night in a plane crash off the Mirror the real Roberto ac- ual recognition came in 1971 greatest player in the club's
thy had hoped. was a welcome
In the night's only ether NBA
PITTS131.1RGH(API .7- Those coast of his native. Puerto Rico, riCente,.the man in. uniform No. when he led Pittsburgh to victo- history
game, the Las' Angeles Lakers who were close to Roberto Cle- he was on a mission of rnercy7+21:
Clenieutea
edlid
-viiizzardy 'In rIgnV ry over-Baltrrtinre in the Week!
stopped the Seattle SuperSonics mente say it was 'almost as to deliver supplies to survivors field, at the plate and see the -Series.
701 course"! Crigh the season
tered around his humanitarian'
108-103. No games were played tough to know him as it was to I,
lia;epaths made him Mr. Pi- , Last season, a bout with the work arid his wife, Vera, and Werild have lasted two weeks
!the Nicaraguan earthquake.
In the American Basketball As- strike him out.
virus and sore ankle tendons three young s'18. tie reportedly letleer.".3nid defensive tackle
He had been working 14
sociation Monday. and neither
left-him
sub-par physically, but was paid about $130,11100,per J4.0 Greene. "But this is the
untimely
peath
not
only
Christmas
in
and
His
His style was unorthodox
hours a day since
league, had arts scheduled Sun- cut short one of the greatest-ca- heading the Puerto Rican relief a little fatigue manager might he Mill hit .312 In 102 games year and eipected to play an- longest semen I've ever played
Any.
and rill ready for a rest."
reers in baseball history, but effort, and he rarely ate while hate „Iii(niched him for it, yet and helped Petsbegh to the (Aber four or five years. •
7 On Saturday . in the NBA, it the life of a complex man cOnsiuning his. passion to help any pitch he -could reach could National League East Title.
•
•
He was selected to 12•AST- ;lie a hhe single or a tinvering
was New 'Tort 1130, Battimore Whose vetsenallty was MiStlit--- others.-- —
Stat
'98; Atlanta 120, Buffalo 110; derstoo.d. by , some, overgauies after coining to PittsRoberto Cleniente the lbase- horeerun.
By The Associated Press
Chicago, 99, Milwaukee 92; simplified by others.
ball player was a per-fectly con- • He had need on the base- burgh in 1954 from the Les An
FOOTBALL
Phoenix 107, Portland 104;
image
as
public
had
a
structed
185-pounder, who did paths, analie could run down geles Dodger organization for
He
Washington
UNDATED-The
Goldeh State 113. Kansas Qtr. .basog_ri leading hypochan-- so marretthinks so viet1 Th his seeiiiinly unreachable shdteln the -bargain draft -price et
Redskins, with a 28-3 virtory Omaha 107 and • BostonTM driac, yet he ran out every in- 18-year career that-Tie is as- the fightfield gap.'MS -basket-- MOO-.
over the Dallas Cowboys, won Philadelphia 107.
Maybe baseball observers
field grounder of his career as --sured a reche in the baseball catches made 'routine plays
the National Football ConferSaturday's ABA results: Denlook hard, and his great cateh- link the coup in acquiring Cleence title, and the Miami Dol- ver 136, New York 98; Virginia if the World Series were at Hall of Fannie.
mente to the quota system
The record books show that es made hard plays look easy.
phins, remaining unbeaten with 120; Memphis 104; Carolina 104, stake.
which once restricted entry of
3,000th•
recorded
his
uruilistakable
Clemente
lkspite
his
skills
proud
of
his
a 21-17 triumph over the Pitts- Kentucky- 91; Indiana 109. Chilwas
He
blacks
inte the big leagues.
season
30
of
last
Sept.
always
behit
on
skills,
Clemente
burgh Steelers took the Ameri- ies 101 and Utah 111, San Diego and often berated reporters for
The 38-sear-old son of a sugcan Conference championship 89.
what he believed was unfair against the Mets. That was lieved that baseball writers
Latins. Yet something only 10 other players never fully recognized his abili- ar cane plantation foreman was
game. The winners will meet In
Riordan's decisive basket press treatment of
signed by the Dodgers seven
ty.
the NFL Super Bowl in Los An-, was a long jumper over Jon he never forgot his teammates, had ever done.
- In 1960, for example. the Pi- years after Jackie kobinson
people.
little
hits
and
geles on Jan. 14.
the
fans
or
the
had
more
He
also
McGlockin. But it wasn't the
BASEBALL
He was a staunch believer in more runs batted in while rates won.the World Series, but broke baseball's color barrier.
play thal was set up originally,
There were five black players
SAN JUAN, P. R.-A mercy- said Riordan.
the Players' Association, and wearing a Pirate uniform than Dick Groat was the National
on the Dodgers' parent club'
and any other player, and he won League MVP, not Clemente.
of
his
time
gave
freely
mission plane, carrying supalso
"We tried to get Elvin Hayes
He was hurt deeply by the that ,year, and Clemente was
plies te earthquake-ridden Man- inside," Riordan explained. money to charity work that of- four. National League batting
agua and Pittsburgh Pirates' -But we had to inbound the ten went unnoticed, just like he titles et compiling a .318 life- choice and would not wear his signed ti' a minor league conWorld Series ring _Instead, he tract even though it meant the
outfielder Roberto Clemente. ball with 10 seconds on the shot wanted it.
time average.
wore his All-Star ring, which he risk of losing him iredhe draft.
38, as a passenger, crashed into
Pittsbuegh finished last that
believed was the true measure
the Atlantic Ocean, killing all
season and promptly drafted
of his skills.
aboard.
TENNIS
MELBOURNE, AustraliaJohn Newcombe powered past
New Zealand's Onny Parun 6-3,
6-7, 7-5, 6-1 for the men's title,
and fellow Australian Margaret
Court topped Evonne GooleBy TED MEIER ...
Asked if his team is ready for the New Year's holiday-.
gong 6-4, 7-5 for the women's Associated Press Spurts Writer conference action, Ellenberger
crown in the Australian ChainVirtaally unnoticed, the New replied: "If we're not, we betThe Top Twenty, with firstlionstuPsMexico Lobos have come to the ter
place votes in parentheses. sea- By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS other defensemen to have asfore in college basketball.
At any rate, the Lobes start sin records and total points
Happy new year and it seems sisted on six goals in a single
Finest formula available
The Lobos, not mentioned in the new year-in- be select com- Points tabulated on basis of 20- like old times for Bobby Orr.
ganie.
without a prescription for
The Associated Press pre-sea- pany of such other unbeaten 18-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1
Boston's super defenseman
son poll or in any of the weekly teams as national 'champion 1. UCLA 26i
Orr started his big night by
FIGHTING
8-0 520
greeted 1973 with a record-tying assisting on first period goals
Top --Twenty in the 1972 seg- UCLA, Maryland, Marquette, 2. Maryland
7-0 444
six assists Monday night, --lead- by Fred -Stanfield, Don Marment, finally joined the., blue North Carolina State, Min- 3. Marquette
8-0 .371
ing the Bruins to an 8-2 romp cotte and Johnny Bucyk, the
ribbon group in 1973.
nesota, Long Beach State, Mis- -4. N. Carolina St.
8-0 355
aver Vancouver in the only Na- last one coming with only one
Under new coach Norm El- souri and Southwestern Loui- 5. Long Beach St.
11-0 342
tional Hockey League game second left in the period.
lenberger, the Lobos scored siana, all ranked in the AP UP lt _Minnesota
9-0
III
6-Way capsule- - to Stop
their ninth victory'in a rose-gat- , Ten.
coughing - Decongest head
11-0 283 dlaYed-7. Missouri
urdaenight, beating Seattle 70UCLA continued lo hold forth 8. SW Louisiana
Phil Esposito scored tv
area-Relieve pain- -Restore
6-0 216
In the only World Hockey Asfree breathing --Build reale.54 for the championship of the as the country's Nie. 1 team, 9. North Carolina
9-1 128 sociation- games played, Al- goals and Ken Hodge one in the
Take Mom out of the kitchen (she deserves it!)
anc•-- control allergy sympLobo Classic tourney at Albu- capturing all 26 first plieee bal- 10. Houston
8-2
127 berta slugged Winnipeg 7-3, middle period with Orr picking
toms. Ready to go to work
and bring the whole family to Burger Chef.
lpierque, N.M., and moved in lots from ,the nation' sports 11. Vanderbilt
8-1 83 Philadelphia shut out New York up one assist and then Esposito.
NOW to bring RELIEF.
as-No. 16 in the polls.
writers and broadcasters for! _ 12. San Francidco
completed
Walton
Mike
and
Houston
Minnesota
and
11.1
71 3-0 and
SINA-SPANS
NOw the Lobos are pointing total of 520 points.
the rout in the final 20 minutes,
13. Providence
5-1 55 battled to a 4-4 tie.
available at
for the championship in the
Maryland remained No. 2 14. Alabama
both goals on feeds from Orr.
1-1 53
In Saturday's NHL action, it
Cheeseburger
Western Athletic Conference, in with 444 points while Marquette 15. Brigham Young
The victory moved the' Bruins
9-2 49 was Atlanta tying Montreal 1-1,
WALLIS
DRUGS
which Brigham Young is fa- held an to No. 3 with 371.
-into
first
place
in
the
NHI,
16. New Mexico
44 Toronto defeating St. Louis 5-4,
The remainder of the select 17. Pennsylvania
W1111.1111111111.11.111= vored. The Lobos' first WAC
7-2 42 Vancouver downing the New Easti two points ahead of idle'
against
Arigames are Friday
group included No. 4 North 18. Kansas State
Pliowo Pt 3-1272
9-2 38 York Islanders 5-2, Los Angeles Montreal.
zona State and Saturday Carolina State with 355;_ No, 5 19, Florida State
MURRAY
itiNTUarf
7-3 36 beating Philadelphia 5-3 and '
In:the WHA, Minnesota's
against Arizona,
Long Beach State, 342; No. 6 20.- Indiana
6-i 32 Philadelphia in a 2-2 tie, against
against Houston opened the
Minnesota, 311; No, 7 Missouri,
Detroit.
spanking new St. Paul Civic
283; No, S Southwestern Louisiana, 216; No. 9 North CaioOn Sunday, the New York Center with a crowd of 11,701
.Returned
on hand. Duke Harris- had two
lina, 128, and No. 10 Houston,
Rangers rapped St. Louis 6-1,
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESSIn
Minnesota tied Detroit 4-4 and goals for the Aeros and Bill
DETROIT.IAP) - Robbie
Klatt's goal midway through
Penn and Vanderbilt' Were
Chicago downed Buffalo 4-2.
20,--latii-beeo-returned
Ftorelethe third period tied it for Minaniong the unbeatens until last
Uuiil6ôrs trY -the- Dettjit
In the WHA 'Saturday, Cleve- nesota. •
week, when the Quakers lost to
topped Houston 4-3 in
Cincinnati and San Frapciscie-__Red Fines of the National land
Alberta drew•-a capacity i,200
and- Ottawa downed
overtime
,
Hockey
League.
and • the Commodores were
Sunday's WHA and turned another 3,000 tans
4-2.
In
Chicago
played
only
hid
Ftorek,
who
beaten by Meniphis State.
New England'shut out away as the Oilers. beat Fk)bhy
UCLA,closing in on the colle- games for Detroit, was re- 'action,
York 3-0, Quebec droppgd. Hull's Winnipeg Jets. Ross Per;to
the
turned
Sunday
New
Virginia
giate all-time winning -streak of
-Downtown
kins scored three goals and Ed
Red Wings of _ the Alltgrican Ottawa 8-4 and PhiladeObia
60, games,- trees to
gettt.two fur Alberta. Hull bad
Angeles 3-1.
has
lopped
streak lb 55 this -weekend
WILLIE
Ins 20th goal in 27 WHA games.
against Oregon Friday and'OreGoalie Bernie Parent turned
Orr, Who missed the first
- When Tom Seaver of tile New
gon State Saturday.
season re- to 11$-first WHA-shutout, blankWEDNESDAY, JAN. 3rd
P4ets struck out IS wqrtd iliontli.14 the NHL
York
Vanderbilt also opens' its
charnpiCin Pittsburgh Pirates la covering 'front knee surgefi, ing New-York for Philadelphia.
drive for the Southeabfeett Coniped fhb the NPR record- "ft wag the second honsecntitte
to prepare for the largest Sale ever in
a 4-1 September victery fie his
ference title, against Louisiana lab win of the year he got eight book with his six-assist night shutout suffered by the • Windthe history of the store!!
State tonight, as the collegians bitters on change apt and seven against Vancouver, Bahe1e2ft fired 39 shots at Partesunie action after a brfait for on fast balls
.
and Pat Stapleton are the only ent.
'er
• I'.

The'receritRose Bowl
ity of the Pacific-8 ov
Ten..
.With a. livedou
padion in the second
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Saturda
College
Basketb
THE ASSOCIATE
Tournaments
ECAC Holiday Fe
Championsh
St Johns N V 86
79
'Consolation
Manhattan 84 M4.0
Sugar Bowl
Championshi
UCLA 71, Iiiinois 64
ThOrd, Place
Temple 73 Drake
Quaker City
Champleffshi
St Joseph's. Pa 7
'52
'Third Place
N Mex St 84, Duou
Fifth Place
By

Untimely Clemente Death Cuts Short
reat Career, Life Of,CT

last
George
:
s
t ccai
,77,
81
Big
. hi. 01
Utah StClihrla2m
Consolation
87, Weber St 8
Razorback Tou
Championsh

LSU

7, s071
sas 9,Cor
0:oanU100
0
40
Consolation

'.

s yv::
yaryland
lanu 90. Irt
marM
Championsh
Consolation
Greento2

87
Bow)mriq

„N Sports

Queens CO

Championsn
r
a
It
rig
,46srd
",
ollSO
MI p
ca""isc
Fag-field 91, Kent

Bilef

Milwaukee CI
Champions
Marquette 75. Wis
...otmf

Save money!
Save Mommy!
On Mom's tf ht Off!

1inbo
Vale
Rice 7

sc.

Pla
Ia
fliPe"""
S'n
ev9
e7nthSTD
loSt
am e
oF
UtaHhaell7
oh
Champion
Geo Washington
69
Far West CI
Champions
Minn 83, Ore St
-Consolati
Vilash St 65. Bayl
Fifths Pia
,
Ore 60, Wyoming
Seventh PI

Coiumb,a 74, TC
All Col
Champion

Fut

Big Shef

Oral Roberts
Roberts 116,

Oral
68

Ky

shise

BURGER
CHEF

CORN-AUSTIN
Muir y
CLOSED

aromi,.

i
—

'
1

Offer Good at
Murray & Mayfield -BURGER CHEF

Consolat
114, St

95
Lobo Inail
Ch.
New Mexico 70,
Console*
Tulsa 94 Dzirtm
Charlotte Inv
Cha
Da ,v ,dson 66 Ci
ConsolatBradley 79, St

•

Kodak CI
Champion
Michigan St 83.
Holy

Consolati
88. R
Big Ei

Cross

'champion
missed,'i 82, Kan
---Ttrtrd
Iowa St 87, Oat.
Gem cijr•
Chartistion
Buffalo 92, Gaon
Consolat
Lafayette 74, Bu
Evansville
'
Cham
Air Force 67, El
Motor
Champio
- Detroit 75, Mass

15c
19 t
39'
49r

try one with a

Penn St 14, sr

-

Console?
77, Den
Eau Claire in

E Mich

Super Shef
For a'double treat,

In The
Making

St 94, Okla
Fifth PI
ALM 100, M,
Seventh P

Tex

•
-'--'-----

SPECIAL FAMILY PRICES"
MONDAY, TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
DISCOUNT PRICES-AFTER:4P.M.
Hamburger

Beach St I
Third PI

LOrKi

Romp Over Vancouver

Tay _

70,Cl.

Champion
'NO .Care
Consolatio

New Mexico *Lobos Break
Bruins To
Leads
Orr
Into Top Twenty At 16

COUGHS and
COLDS

•

Champio

[who, oh,o
Claire 59

_

-

Third Pt
Kentucky St 85,
North C
Champio
S Oak 81, N Da
Third P
No Oak St 70,
66
Other S
EAS
Va Union 70, et
MI OW
Creighton 79,
W Mith 72. Ma
C Mich 71, Tol
Bali St 81, LOS
DePaul 82, St
SOU
Kentucky 65, N
Memphis St 74;

Duke 102, Mary
- - -SOUTH
Texas.Trch 96,

*TAR. w
.Montana 73, Or

Saws F rassii
erstield St 58

Cal Loyola 107,
Calif 72, Portia
Santa Clara 77,
Monday's
Butler 27, Eva

•
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•
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Southern Cal Erupts in Second
Half To Demolish Ohio State
By JACK STEVENSON ... Trojans battered Ohio Stale
42AssoCiated Press Sports Writer 17 Monaay for their 12th incite
PASADENA, Calif. ( AP-)
ry in an undefeated season.
Even before the ballots are
"I'm Very tickled, but I've
counted, the Univesity of South- got to wail until they vote,"
-err, California has tniets.T. said Trojan Coach John McKay
alielmingly won the national of The Alsociated-Press poU
collegiate football champion- which he knew full well his
Shielitairetteineistgly tsetted----teatti wenhi capture with the
the receritHose Bowl superior.- ' same ease it handled Ohio
ay of the Pacific-8 over the Big State in the third. and fourth
Ten. .
quarters. Members of the AP
.With a five-touchdown ex-, selection board of newsmen arid
pei,sion in the second hag, the sportscasters
vote this week
after the bowl games.
, No other coach has won three

Saturday's , ,:national
College
Basketball • '- ners

er

McKay's Trojans won top honors in 1982 and 1967. Still he
rates this 1972 aggregatiou as
the best- he has ever coached
and sortie of those in the past
Int-hided Remit-tartwinTrophy
Mike Garrett am 0. J.

THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Tournaments
ECAC Holiday Festival-,

SIIIIRSOn.
.„
•

senior fullback Sam "'Ram"
Cunningham,a 218-petund blockmg star 'Tom Santa Barbara,
-Consolation
Ca1iL set a Rose Bowl scoring.
Manhattan 84, Michigan 79
record with four touchdowns-sues. Bowl
Championship
all in battering ram dives over
UCLA 71, Illinois 64
.the., Ohio State goal line •frout
TIOrd, Piece
inside the two-yard line.
Temple 79. Drake 68
Quaker City
He was voted the game's outChampionship
Joseph's, Pa 77, LaSalle
standing player from anuing
'57
„,a- hallengers that included
Third Ptace
, speedy stiphomore halfback AnIi Mrs St 84, Duquesne 74
Fifth Place
,,thony Davis, quarterback Mike
Georgia 77, So Call 75, at
Rae and defensive
back
Big Woe classic Championship
'
Charles Phillips.
Utah St 102 I. 01 eacittezet----4.Davis carried 73 times for 157
coesoiation
Weber St 80
LSU
yards and scored on one 20Razorback Tourney
4
Championship
Championship

John's, N V

St
79

86. So

care
__-

it"EXTUCKY

I t-SDAY-JANUARY 2, 1973

Trojans Convincingly Continue
Pacific-8 Domination Of Roses

yard dash. Rae hit 10 passes
for 25 yards including a 10-yard
touchdown pitch to Lynn
Swann.
Phillips recovered a ftunble
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS 52-yard TD bomb to Frosty Anby Ohio State's Archie.Griffin
Southern California's top. derson.
on the Buckeye 38 in the openranked Trojans, unleashing a
"I threw a lot in high
ing period and set up 'the first
touchdown. In the third stanza . seemingly unstoppable attack, settled," Rodgers said. "I knew
he intercepted avow'and ran it and Hotornan Trophy winner ,that if:We were able to fool
Johnny Rodgers i4 Nebraska, them;a little lat. I could get it
back 48 yards thwarting a
displaying the superb'form that ti him," Rodgers took a lateral
Buckeye threat.
garnered him the honor entble- pass on the play and then lofted
"You can run on them
6- Ottie," conunented Ohio State -. nuttic of the nation's finest col- the ball to Anderson.
Coach Woody Hayes. "We
lege player, have left no doubt
proved that. And then they
they deserve their honors.
passed us right out of the
The Trojans, bolstered by
park."
Cunningham's
four
Saiii
A record Robe Bowl crowd of
touchdowns, forged a 42-17
106,869 sae/ the-teams battle to
Rose Bowl vitiory over Ohio
a 7-7 halftime deadlock 04- e Monday and clinched the
State
Minn) but blustery afternoon..
By THE ASSOCIIATED PRESS
Then Southern California ex- national college football chaniNBA
pionship.
Eastern Conference
ploded.
Atlantic Division
Rodgers, although weakened ,
The 42 points were the most
W. L
Pct, P.S.
29 6 299 —
ever Aired against Hayes in by the flu, bolted for four Boston
New
York
31
10
19. 1
his
years. atOhio State, the touchdowns and passed for an- Buffalo
10 77 270 20
other
as
Cornhuskers
the
Philadelphia
3-35 079 17"s
previous high total was 41 by
Central OivisiOn
Purdue, which won 41-6 in'1967. crushed Notre Dame 40-6 in the Baltitnore
22 16 579 —
Hayes left his post-ganw in- Orange Bowl. Texas upset Ala- Atlanta
22 17 564 1;5
16 19 457 4Ssi
terview in a - state of high dud- bastia 17-13 in the Cotton Bowl, Houston
Cleveland
10 21 763 12
geon when a newsman asked rounding out New Year's Days'
Western Conference
hart about an altercation with a slate of bowl games.
Miewest Division
.._.'__ se, L. Pc1.4.1.
"1 tried hard tonight to prover Milwaukee
photographer before the Ea:1)e..
28 12 700
Art Rogers, veteran photog- I deserved it," Rodgers said of Chicago
24 13 649 2.7
K C Omaha
20 22 476 9
rapher of the Los Angeles his Reisman selection. I think,.. Detroit
16 21
421 101.1
Tittles, said Hayes pushed his that's the longest game of my
Pacific Division
r , 7 .811 --camera in his face when he life I've had the flu all week. 1 Los Angeles
Got-5er; State
23 12 437 6
tried to get a close-up shot of was really fatigued."
Phoenix
19 19 500 Ii?
the coach. Rogers said he suf12 30 244 20' 2
Rodgers, the 5-foot-9 speed- Seattle
Portland
9 30 231 72
fered double vision while trying ster, scored on runs of eight,
Saturday's Games
to film the first half and then four and five yards, scored o•_.4._ New YOrk 100, Baltimore 98
Atlanta 120. Burial° 110
had to leave for treatment.
a 50-yard pass play and rifled a
Chicago 99,

Pro Cage
Standings

Milwaukee 91
'Phoenix 107, Portland 104
.
'
Oho U 100. Cornell 66
Golden
State
tt3,
Kansas
•
Consolation
C 4y Omaha 107
Arkansas 97, So ill 95
hOston 117. Philadelphia 107
Maryland Irivitalielsal
Only games scheduled
Championship
Sunday's Games
'
No games scheduler:I
Ma/viand 90, -SyraCLefe,jk._
Consolation
Monday's Games
-ilowling Green 102.
Tech.
Los Angeles tat. Seattle 103
87
BaMmore 81, Milwaukee Si
Only garnet scheduled
Queens City
Championship
Tuesday's Games
CanisiCis 90, Murray, St 79
Philadelptua at Buffalo,
By BRUCE IAMITT
• watctungWastungtod dismantle
Nixon.. was downright
Consolation
Milwaukesi at New York Associated Press Sports Writer
Doortisday defense, PiaPheticFairfield 91, Kent 51 79
Pneee.• at Cleveland
WASHINGTON AP - "I'll didn't even know who the
Milwaukee Classic
"We are proud of our Red- - Boston at HOuston
Championship
Atlanta
at Chicago
tell you about-' this team," 'Skins would be facing in the skins ... and we will be even
Kansas City Omaha at PertMarquette 75, Wisconsin 73. 2
Washington defensive tackle IA- Super Bowl untiliunritng back
more
when we wish them land
of
Third Place
ron Talbert was saying. "We Calvin Hill 0f- the' Cowboys bon Vtiyage-for their trip to Un-'. LOS Angeles at,Golden St**
Rice 72, Yale 70. ot
Only oames scheouled
--haven't even takeh a team Pic- "came up to me after the game Angeles and the Super Bowl,"
Rainbow Classic
Wednesday's Games
ture yet. The coach kept saying and said, 'Good luck against the President had irfitten to AlChampionship
Cleveland at Baltimore,.
Phoenix at Detroit
NO Caro 89, Louisville 86
that we'd take it in Los Ange- Miami."'
len-way back in early SeptemConsolation
Floston,at Houston
ber.
Atlanta at Milwaukee
Riiii4-17,57'SYSINTS09131r1 73
- rles..-That:S._how_ce•tkie4.4*, _ The Dolphins turned back the
Fifth Place
Kansa* ml
was."
i ()mania at-Seattit
-47
31tillbUFKfl Steeta1214T
win'''--"kicit-iff-pL•ople iterate it!) •
Fiewitiann 97 Sisboae 93
OiriTy• ga
trtiedble13---George Allen4 confidence their second straight American as tot) Old, tor; slow and toe
Seventh piaci.
ABA
paid off handsomely. His Red- Conference championship.
Utah 67 Colo St 63 .
heavy," said Allen, who rebuilt'
. East
Mail of Fame classic
skins will have a chance to grin
W. I eta
B.
Then the Redskins, behind a perrenial loser into a chamChampionship
Carolina
-27 14 659
Billy Kilmer-to-Charley Taylor pion with an 11-3 regular-season Kentucky
Geo Washington 85, American into the camera lens any time
24 14 632 1.2
69
after next Sunday, when they aerobatics. Curt Knight's radar record in just two years. "No- Virginia
512 6
72 21
Far West Classic
14 25
359 12
arrtve in California for the Na- kicking and a ferocious de- body wanted them. I just want Memphis
Championship
NeW York
14 25 359 12
tional Football League's Jan. 14 fense, throttled Dallas 26-3 for to say they're a great group
Minn 83, Ore St 80
West
Consolation
earthquake-Sum Bowl VII.
25 15 475
the National Conference title
... You know, 1 kind of like Utah
Nikash Si 65 Baylor 64
Inman.)
21 17 553 3
Allen, so intensely involved in and their first trip to an NFL that phrase, 'Over-the-Hill
Fifth Place
Denver
21 17 553 3
Ore 60, Wyortene
Gang
chantpionshipgarne since 1945.
Dallas
15 23 395 9
seventh Place
344 11
Diego
San
16
On New Year's Day. the
Kilmer, who threw at the
Columbia 74. TCU 61
Saturday's Games
All College,
Dallas defense as thosigh it
Washington coach savored the
Denver 136, New York 96
Championship
Virginia 120. Memphis 101,
asn't even there, completed 14
victory with some very select
Lang Beach St 101, 13Vu
Carolina 104, Kentucky 91
company-President Nixon. Al- of 18 passes for 194 yards. Two
Third Place
Indiana 109, Dallas 101
Fle St 94, Okla City 80
of them, covering 15 ant 4.5
len and members of his family
Utah Ill San Diego 89
Fifth Place
Sunday's Games
spent some time in the White
yards, went to Taylor for the
Tex A&M 100, M/16,83
No games scheduled
•
Several Place
rose garden with the game's only tourtidowns.
Monday's Games
Penn St •41. St.psrancia, ea
No' garnet scheduled
President, who commented: "I'
Knight established an NFI.
-414
Tuesday's Games
always root for the home team, record with his four field goals,
Oral Roberts Classic
No games scheduled
Oral Roberts 116, Montana St
arid my home now is Washing- I- ticking three pointers from 18,
Wednesday's Games
68
Carolina at New York
ton."
3,9,46 and 45 yards out, making
Consolation
inchana at Kentucky
E Ky 14. St Mary's, Calif
If Allen had been C- onfident in
him seven-for-seven in postSan Diego at Memphis
95
Denver at Utah
waiting to take tbeleam picseason play. •
Lobo Invitational
Only games scheduled
Clusreseionship
slew Mexico 70, Seattle 54

Redskins Confident Of Trip
o Los Angeles Super Bowl
time,

pried

to

USC's Cunningham surged
In the Sugar Bowl Sunday,
over from inside the two on ail, Oklalsta
et
Penn State
four of his touchdowns and 14-0 In bowl games Saturday.
sietteinuire Anthony Davis rush- Auburn bombed OtInrado 244
ed for 157 yards as the Trojans.. -in the Gator Bo#I, North Caro.
erupted from a 7-7 halftime lina-beat Texas Tech 32-28" in
deadlock and overwhelmed the the Sun Bowl, the
East defeated
Buckeyes. Cunningham's ef- the West 9-3 in the Shrine game
forts established a Rose Bowl and Tennessee 'beat Louisiana
scoring tecord.
State 24-18 in the Astro-Enue"We didn't make any changes. bonnet hew'.
--in -strategy," explanied USCTexas-quarterback Alan WM.Coach John McKay.."We just. Cy. Scainpered 34_ yards,for a
kicked the pants off them."
touchdown on a bootleg Play as
. Ohio State Coach Woody the Longhorns upset Alabama
-Hayes said he felt the 1972 ,and maintained Coach Darrell
Southern California teem was -Royal's :ecord of never having
the best he had ever faced.
lost to a Bear Bryant-coached
"You can run on them team.
sente-as we proved--but in the
Tinker Owens, a 17-ye'ar-old
second half they passed us out freshman, caught five passes*
of the park."
for 132 yards and
one

touchdown
as Oklahoma
(loaned Penn State.
'I didn't think I'd be playing
xarsity ball this year," said
'Owens, brother.of Oklaheitta's
nail Trophy 16111/101' Steve
Owens. "I really can't believe
it "

Umpire's Award _
BOSTON API - Ron lai.eiante,_gi,_ of -Endicott. N.Y..
will receive
the- annual
umpire's award at the Boston
Basilian 'Writerl: 34th JIDElitat-_--.
dinner Jan. 25,
_
,Luciano, a former- Syracuse
football star, began wripiring in
1964 in the Floruei Stile
league He joined the Miter?can League in 1968
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5
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2
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I
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4
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3
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DELAWARE
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39
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4
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FLORIDA
5
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27
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7
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THE CARR RATINGS ARE OFF TO THEIR ••ST START IN HISTORY Wi
A REGOED OF WM WINS•504 MISSES fOR A PERCENTAGE OF WI 0 II

On Artormance

Tulsa 94. Dartmouth 63

•

Charlotte invitational

Champuaitshap
Davidson 66, Cincinnati

63
Consolation
st aonaventure

Bradley 79,

Kodak Classic
Championship
Michigan St 83, Ant St 74
Consolation
HOly Cross 88, Rochester 81
Big Eight
Championship
MOSSOurt 82, Kansas St 11

or
battery m question was available a year ago? Not really.
The products seen in the ads
are pre-production prototypes.
they .are
beirilined
.
guse-tf"ted
while
- 11as United States Auto
Club, usually known for sanehoning racing events such as
the "Indianapolis 500," often
supervises product testing.
With the added emphasis on
onnaumerli..-esuizal observer Is needed to certify all
Does thy, Mean tblic tire

Iowa St

87. Oklatscrrna 14
Gem city Classic
Chanipionship
Buffalo 92, Gannon sr
Consolation
Lafayette 74, Buclinell 72
Evansville Classic
Championship
•
Air Force 67, Boston U 51
Motor City
Championship
Detroit 75, Mass 59

•

Consolation

•
I

•

.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• OOOOO
••••••••••••• OOOOO•••••••••••••••#••••••••
••••••••

BIG 'El' BEGINS 1973 WITH THIS COUPON SPREE

•

i 'CUSTOMERS CHOICETIVIFN'S SPORTCOATST
SHIRTS LAUNDERED
OR
ANY GARMENT FOR LADIES' SWEATERS
Returned folded or
When
accompanie.d
by a like
garment
at regular price
Suedes,Formals
Furs
Excluded

Them testa, too, are ZWIIIZ.."‘"

for commercial purposes.
Look for the "certified by
United States Auto Club"'
tag line at the end of a large
number of television comaitel-___4„
Today's
Winter weather can he fatal
to a leas-than-new battery.
Make sure yours is ready for
the harsh weather that ie
sure to come to most areas of
the Country soon.

Good thru Jan 6 1973

One HOUR
DRY ct eaneRs

The best day of Lionel Hehart's golf career Came 16
years ago bast July when be
edged Dow Finsterwald 2 and 1
for the PGA golf championship
at Daytore.01#114.
The Pittsburgh Pirates and
New York Mehl lost four league
games to the Ign baseball players strike.
-

1

on hangers

The very immuw-et the
automotive aftermarket
means that new products
—aren't the only ones being
tested. Current best selling
' shock abeorbers or mufflers
soon would lose favor if
standards slipped. And newer, better production techniques must be examined by
testing the end product

Kentucky 65, Notre-tiame 63
Memphis St- 74; Vanderbilt 71
Duke 102, Harvard 76tr
- - -SOUTH
_
Texasjrch 96, NE mo 70
"TAR. WEST
•-Montana 73, Great Falls 52
Sae,Fra•Citga St M. Bak
ersfield St S8
Cal LOyOla 103, Fresno St 92
Calif 72, Portland 63
Santa Clara 77, Dayton 64
Monday's Game
Butler 77. Evansville 67

,

••
i

.

E Mich 77, Denver 69
Eau Claire Invitational
Championship
Capttat, Ohio 67, WS
Claire 59
Third Place
- Kentucky St 85, W III 56
North central
Championship
Oak 81. N Dak 55
Third Place
No Oak St 70, Northern,
66
Other scores
.
EAST
Vs Union 70, Hunter 69
MIDWEST
Creighton 79, Ohio St 71
W Mitts 72„Marshall 70
C Mich 71, Toledo 59
Ball St 81, Los Angeles St 79
DePaul 82, St Joseph, Ind 64
...

Winter cOinell earlier and
stays later in certain parts of
$e country. Nevertheless,'
this winter• automotive accessory TV commercierts actuanx were produced last

=
i;u:amiI=,

Consolation

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
Central
Shopping Center
Open 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Phone 75.3-9084

VP

•

••
•
••

••

1,nlit 5

per customer
Good thru Jan 6.1973
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F Prkkly plant
7 Fish eggs
8 Possessive
Pronoun
9 ConiuncliOn
JO Pieces of
dowenrintre
42 Note of scale
14 Broad
. ingredient
17 Falsehoods
f0 Spoken
23 Teutonic deity
24 Near
25 Unlocked
27 Musical
instrument
30 Stalk
32 Sound of horn

Pronoun
College degree
tabbr )
6 Body of
senkers
11 Village
13 Occurring
every nour
-.
15 Med'a
nickname
16 Studio
18 Diphthong
19 Preposition
21 Sacred bull
22 Bristle
24 Oenish island
26 Mans name
28 Things in taw
29 Snores
31 Marron
37 Painfui
Hat board
38 Fc
,1
33 Saint (ebb
'
eah.
Ancient
39
34 Permits
Misprint&
36 God of vu,
state (abbr )
40 Series
42 Bodies of rolte
4S Decline
47 Reword
49 English.
streetcar
50 App0bon
52
&KOS
MT
55 141.111111111SWISX
56 ArneoSS
50 Proceed

Stock Market Soars To New Highs in 1972 With Rallies
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By DAVID BURKE
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK API - 'The
stock market soared to new
highs in 1972, as New York.
Stock Exchaege'volwne topped
the.fotir-biltion;share mark and
the Dow Jones industrial average cracked the magic 1,000point closing level
Signs that the ;commie recovery was gathering inomentwit, arid growing hopes for a
Vietnam peace helped push the
market to new peaks in the tatter part of the year.
The year began in the throes
an intermediate rally which
began in November 1971, with
the Dow under 800.
•
That rally., spurred by 1971's
Smithsonian agreements on
iiiunetary reforni and expectations for an improving doMestic -economy, continued
throtigh April, when the Dow
topped out at 970.
Then came a consolidation
phase, during which on three
occasions the Dow got back up
to the 970 level and each time
fell,hack.- in May, August and
.Septetilber•'
The market then entered an
interniethate "bear phase"
fruni April through October,

=um

41 Withered
43 Bigger
4-4 Symbol Co.
samammi
46 Baronet
(abbr
48 Faces of
watches

Gaelic
Sluggish
Lamprey
Symbol tor tin
Poem
A stale
farts
roddess

Winter peetiris mt, plods
tasesiartul salads A toll 54wade 100% acrylic bonded
to 100% are.. Incest
hilechino tmehatie View.*
egy $2411 et
PRICE!), in..W CLEARANCE
NOW Oka Y .

Cut hove holei
our tonsil
Pm.ewer on thew beaullfla
polyester debts famtt 507
rade. Values re 114.115 yd.
14ICED FOR CLEA ANCE
Now wily
.

LIMITED QUANTITIES
AND COLORS ON
THESE CLEARANCE
F ARRICEI

ORLON
PILE
1 to 5 yard lengths of wiesor
mann 100% Orlon epolk
perfect lin Mune woken and
mew Rea 124111 yd.
PRICED FOR CLEA
NOWONI Y

CORDUROY
PRINTS
45 and, 100% cotton
The macrune reeheble
tebnc tomes ut mem
net mono. colon Fles
$I IS yd
I'S/CL!.)
FOR CLF..1 R AN( t

54- to ear made 100% wool
and wool Meads
inicellent
OWOSSO MOSS ein minter
sisak.Ow SLIM yd
PRICED FOR CLEARANCE
NOW ONLY . . .

8

45- and. 100% cotton
ittem contemporary
peens Red 0)111.1141 yd.
PRICED kOR CLEARANCE.
NOW ONLY . .
'

Yd.

0.0111. 115" Aids. 100%
quilted cotton hilechina
week Fleisto S2 29 yd

$298

ACRYLIC and ACRYLIC BLENDS

DOUBLE KNITS
• • .kkands Icontents as marked)
et doubt* knits 90- an
tsilechtne enertgehle.
R.
PR ICED 14)R CLEA RANCE.

FAKE
ANIMAL FUR
The lesson's most popular
MPS Lsop•rd pony beer,
end more the newel look
to fake Cu' 04 100iionovi
acrytm See $3
yd
enced
C fence

Central Shopping „Center - Murray, Ky. -,Phone 753-6335

Store Hours: Mon.-Sat. '9 a.m.-9 p.m.; Sunday

strong, and President Nixon's levels on the Big Board,
prodded in part by heavy inlandslide re-election reassured
jittery Wall Street investors, stitutional activity. On March
14, a 5,245,000-share block of
Wachtel noted.
American Motors we* sold by- "Many of the worriet -and
concerns that disturbed in- Kaiser Industries, in line with 2
vestors at the beginning of the its previously announced in;
year began to wear down,", tention 16 get out of the•oautos
business.
said Monte Gordon, research
The sale represented _the
director at Dreyfus Corp. It betame apparent, he said, that largest single block ever traded
there would be no repetition of in terms (if number of shares.
the credit crunch that plagued The previous record had,been a
3,248,000-share Allis ehaliners
investors in 1969-70.
Meanwhile, corporate earn- block traded Feb. 8, 1971.
&wee in the Vietnalo peaext
ings reports showed that pekecontrols and prafitooargin re- talks caused the market to pull
strictions were not undely dis- back somewhat in late Decent- The Petersons pay scant at- rupting business profits.
tier, but most analysts were
tention to their famous neigh"Ihere was a feeling that ev- still anticipating a bullish 1973.
bor-the Consumers Power-De- erything was in balance, and
"There is a strong feeling
troit Edison plant perched investor confidence began to that next year will be a better
above Lake Michigan swath of pick up," Gordon said.
• - ----year than 1972, and we expect
Ludington.
So the market entered a new the Dow to be in the 1,200 area
The $340 million plant sprawl- - intermediate-term bull phase, by iiiid-1973," said Lewis.
Mg across` 1,400 acres,Wachtel noted, "a phase which --7"The biggest risk next year
eluding its. 840-acre man-made should continue well into 1973." is the threat of possible res.;
lake, is scheduled to open withDuring this period, various tiiiiiilated inflationary presValley
Tennessee
The
in a week. Officials say it is the market indicators touched all- sures," declared Robert JohnAuthority will make a year end world's largest facility which
tune highs. On Dec. 11, the son, analyst with Paine Webpayment of nearly $27 million to uses a turbine to both pump
Dow Jones industrial average ber, Jacksen & Curtis. "It's a
the U.S. Treasury as its water to a lake and then generclosed at a record 1036.27 and
big labor negotiating year, and
seilliatulual dividend on the ate electricity when the water .
.the. Big Board index ,of more everybody will be keeping an
Government appropriation is run back through.
than 1,400 common stocks hit a eye out on the auteworket talks
investment in the TVA power
But, Peterson said, eleCtrieity record 65.14.
scheduled for September," he
system, as required by law.
is expensive and he and his
Analysts
noted
said.
that
the
marThe ,TvA power system 13 wife wouhd not be able to
ket's strength had spread out
the Federal strerch their budget
owned by
on the [ruin the blue-Chip sector to inGovernment and is not operated i»oney they got from
selling clude virtually all segments of
for profit. It is required to make their farm.
the Big Board and many of the
repayments on Federal ap"I like to pay my bilLs,..you secondary over-the-counter and
propriations invested in TVA
know," he said. "And that's American Stock Exchange is- 114.
,1
/La
DOSICT•?V DAYS FIKI ye..
,
poser facilities in earlier years,
1,e,
is.
135 103
just one bill I don't have to sues.
plus dividends on the unrepaid
ire onn fed.. Ne Wsnn. oltI idI larilw
pay."
Trading climbed to record
OW0111111111e SOX SI& , PillISCOG. KY 41110111•
Government investment as a
But the Petersons haven't alTreasury's
on
the
rate based
ways shunned modern con1, interest costs Power
vemencies.
systems earnings that remain
"I used to drive," he said,
after the agency has made these
"but
things .started netting fuzpayments are used to help
finance power system facilities. zy once in a while, so I figured
road.
This month's semiannual" it
their
battery
total
bring
the
payment will
lsti"nnie-eard
te( ogi.set offthe
amount which has been paid powered
"Sure that's modern stuff,"
into the Treasury from TVA
power revenues to more than a Peterson said.
'We listen to country music
billion dollars. TVA also has
paid 42 million to the Treasury and' read oprThewspapers. We
FOR INFORMATION CALL
, like it."
from nonpower proceeds.
Another $27illation dividend
and a $20 million repayment of
power system approprielSons T-1.4111 ALIVI
-z
sill be paid next Junt,to-. IliP14.- Visitors to this resort -complete the payments for atilt, area can use it as a central point fiscal year. The $74 million total to make personal exploration-et for the year will be about 12 the desert through Desert
Y2
million lest- than last year's Expeditioesa, Inc.
George Service, who operates
payments, due partly to a small the unique facility,
New Studio Hours: says the tour
decline in the dividend rate and consists of day-long
trips from
Tuesday-Sat - 8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
partti, to the continuing the vacationer's,hotel to the
reduction in the appropriation fabled 'Bedlam-1i a Borrego. Thursday - 8:30 a.m.-9:00 p.m. investment as TVA makes with side excursions into other
remote areas,
repayments.

"Breaking the 1,000 barrier
said Larry Wachtel, analyst at
When the Dow brake through
Bache & Co., triggered in pa4t the 970-980 resistance level in was psychologically important
by the rising presidential star early November, "evaything to everyone," said Charles M.
Geawge 114eGovarrs and his ASS was'aong on 'the cake," IRvos, iitanaging _partner of
"somewhat radical ec000mic Wachtel said ,
• Winkler, Cantor, Pumboy.
stance." While the Dow was
About thittime, the Vietnam
On Nov. 14, the Dow shot up
moving laterally, the market 6.06 points to-close at 100116, peace talk.s began to heat up,
was going steadily lower in the first time ever. above what adding new impetus to the marterms of advances and de- always seemed to be the un- ket's upward momentum. Ecoclines.
tllilli(' statistics were also
imaginable 1,000 level.

Couple Pays Little Attention
To Neighboring Electric Plant
I.UDINGTON, Mich.(AP)A huge hydroelectric power
plant is . rising near this Western Michigan community, but
when it begins operation in a
few days one couple will have
no use for it.
"You don't need electricity,"
said 75-year-old Charles Peterson in telling why his home is
not wired for electricity. "Nobody does."
Peterson and his wife, Eva,
77, live in a neat, cozy two-story hou8e with much of the simpleness that characterized
homes around the turn of the
century.
They.. used to farm the land
that had been in Mrs. Peterson's family since 1864, but
they sold it several years ago.
Now they keep busy with the
dads. chores their simple life
demands.
Four kerosene lamps provide
light for reading and two woodburning stoves-one large and
the other small-warm the
small home.
"We just light the little one
when it's not too cold," Mrs.
Peterson said. "It's called a
bachelor's stove,".
The Petersons -have yielded
to the modern era, however,
placing a new bathtub in vintat
appears to be a small hall off
the kitchep.
"Sure we've got a bathtub.
You-think we run.dirty?" Peterson said laughing.
"We Just pump water front
our well, put it on the stove in
three large kettles and inno
time the water is nice and
hot."
Out past the old hand pump
by the back door is a small,
welt-built square structure.
"Nethini_ fancy:1 Peterson said. "'Frills ain't no good for
an old man. It's good and tight;
no snow can get in."
-But it's up to date," the former farmer said. "That's the
way an outhouse ought to be."
The kitchen is dominated by
a large wood-burning Atlanta
stove and a long table The
small room is filled with stean
from the three kettles bubbling
briskly on the stove.
Off itie kitchen is the
woodshed, filled with neatly
stacked split wood. ,
"I like to- get my exercise,"
he neted "I pump weter

State Selective
Service To Undergo
Regionalization
GREENUP, Ky. AP) - The
director of Kentucky's Selective
Service system says it will continue to function despite, plans
frit an hll volunteer—iiiik-by
July'I.
Col. Taylor Davidson says the
systetii is undergoing a regionalizatisin that will maintain it
and keep expenses at a minimum.
Regional centers will be located throughout the state for
the storage of -county recoids,
he said, adding "We don't know
exactly where these draft centers will be located but it ap.
pears Ashland will have one."
Davidson, during an interview-Thursday, said residents
will not lie required to travel to
a regional center to register for
the draft.
'"We are considering alti,rnate registration centers using
other federal agencies such as
local post offices or the Agricultural Stabilization and Soil
Conser va tit in.offices," he said.
Davidstin said a velunteer
army will work if we don't
have any wars to fight." He
noted- that Selective Seroree
was discontinued in 1946 and
resunied in 1948 "which cost us
quite a bit in catchup money."
Tie reported that -8,214'Kentuckians were drafted in 1910;
3,000, in. 1971 and about 1,500
this year. .
Davidson said inductions iind
•enliatinents were less. in 1472
than the qwnber-of servicenien
discharged but that enlistii tents
have gone up Since July, pit'iiirlt
obeing-afered.

753-0373

All Christmas Pieces ------ Finished and Unfinished

Price ,

The Effective Annual Yield Actually Becomes

When Certificate Earnings are retained and Compounded
In 90-Day Passbook.

5/
3
4%
1-Year Certificate
$5,000 Minimum

90-Day
"Extra Earning Passbook"
No Minimum

Interest Paid Quarterly On ALL Certificates and Passbooks

Federal Savings and Loan
'Main at
Phone
Murra Branch
7th
753-7521
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Fish rain from the sky? I
we saw 4t happen, • I
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least 10 miles, so the only explanation was that a tornadb
had sucked them up out of a stream and had dumped them
on our farm. This is not a fish story. I saw it with my own
eyes.
FLOYD J. McMANUS, LAGUNA BEACH, CAL

DEAR ABBY The man who told his wife he saw fish
falling from the sky was not crazy; neither was he lying.
In the summer of 1926, I caddied at a local golf course.
There had been a long drought that summer and the fairways were brown and dried up.
One afternoon while I was caddying, a sudden storm
came up and a terrific thundershower followed. Rain came
down in torrents, and with it came a shower of tiny frogs
about the size of nickels. They were alive and jumping all
over, thousands of them'
The golfers and I couldn't believe our eyes as we
watched thousands of frogs come right down with the rain
from the sky We saw it happen.
WM. A. WALKER, EVANSVILLE, IND.

DEAR ABI1Y: I lived on a farm three miles from
Ashland,- Wis. A storm same up suddenly and afterwards I
saw little tiny fistk in the cowtracits around our barn. I'm no
kid, Abby. I am 80 years old.
•
RICHAR,D HAGSTROM, ZIG ZAG, ORE.
- BEAR ABBYrA friend of mine named Ed Bradyi'eard
something .strike the roof of his home during a severe
rainstorm, and the next day he found a big eel in his
rainbarrel He lived half a mile from the river. This occurred at Ouaquaga, N. Y. Ed Brady still lives there and
can verify it
H. D. JOHNSON, WALTON, N. Y.

DEAR ABBY:.Here I have gone all my 70 years without
writing a letter t'b a columnist, but now Dear Abby has
finally smoked me out. I can't sleep until I he out that
poor devil whore wife thinks he needs to see a shrink
because he said he saw it raining fish!
He may have. In some areas, summer storms are
preceded by twisters which are in reality tornados that
suck up an immense amount of water- from a stream or
pond, and with it all the life that is in it. It's converted into
a "waterspout" and carried for miles before it's deposited
in a shower of Lain. If anyone doubte .-tbit,- write to me, and
spin some
wonderful yarns about flying saucers.
F. C MILLER, SAN DIEGO, CAL

— DEAR ABBY I personally drove Ulm.* "rainstorm" of
tadpoles in %western Missouri 14 years ago.
TADPOLES FALLING ON MY HEAD
IN DODGE CITY, KAS.
•
DEAR ABBY: I learned about how fish could be sucked
up by a funnel cloud and dropped miles inland when I was
a lad in public school in Holland, 55 years ago.
Y. Y OUDSHOORN, ICTORIA, B. C, CANADA
DEAR ABBY. Of course it could have rained fish. It
rained HERRING in Scotland in March of 1817 The "herring rain" lasted about an hour, and this is no fish story.
KIM LONG, WHEELING, W VA.

DEAR ABBY I was raised on a farm in Minnesota,
and as a boy I retnember a storm coming up It looked
serious so we all ran to the cellar. In 40 minutes it was all
over.
Afterwards, we went outside and saw our chickens
going wild, eating tiny fish and frogs We were inland at.
_s

M
.
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DEAR ABBY About 35 years ago while I was driving
thru a thunderstorm near Hershey, Pa., dozens of tiny
frogs came down and pelted the hood of my automobile.
DAVID E GARNER. BALTIMORE

ALId for Gives Away Pe liaise

Your Individual Horoscope

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API -- mg out a promise she Itiade
Mary Louise Foust gave away while opposing the state salary
$2,600 of a $4,500 pay raise Fri- increases approved by the 1972
Frances Drak•
Ay and promised to continue General Assembly.
•
the practice until her term of
Miss Foust -presented a check FOR TUESDAY,JANUARY 2, 1973
offire expires in 1975.
for $1,500 to the New Zion.BapThe state auditor was carry- tist Church of Louisville and a
Look in the section in which those of others. Streamline your
81,000 stock certificate went to
your birthday comes and find activities with both quality and
to
the Shelbyville 13u.siness and
what
theyour
Children Strangled
stars
ootleok ts, according productivity in mind.
SAGITTARIUS
Cl-fle.3a4.A1), Ohio utP1 - Professional Woman's Club.
ARIES
She explained that the rest of
(Nov. '23 to Dec. 21) IlelW
A 24-year-4'ld mother has been
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
•
Don't postpone action on charged with two counts of her increase went for taxes.
A fine day! This is the time to projects which show promise of
The church will use its donafirst-degree murder in the
put forth your best efforts, to having long-range, rather than
tion to help pay for a new take advantage of every immediate benefits. Thoughts strangulation of her two infant building to replace one dedaughters
the
day
before
available opportunity and put of future must be stressed now.
stroyed by fire in. February.:
Christmas.'
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The club said interest from the.
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of
investigation
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V
TAURUS
Good planetary influences. over Christmas, pending the teen-agers to Girls' State, an
- I Apr. 21 to May 21) b
annual program designed to •
While Venus, your planet, is Especially, favored: Cultural formal charges issued Tuesday.
pursuits, educational matters, She was arrested Sunday after prOninte• interest in - governin excellent position, you may
have to deal with others who are artistic endeavors, and con: police said she phoned them to ment.
,
:Miss Ftitist,-eleeted tad fowl
presently under stress and ferences with associates to report the deaths.
strain Use your innate Un- further mutual interests.
Police said the two children, year term in 1971, draw5 an.AQUARIUS
derstanding to Moe.
one 2 and the other 4 months, SOO a year, including the raise.
tian. 21 to Feb 19)
(41,
1F Mangled with a diaper.
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intuitively know the right move
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A new surge of energy should at the crucial moment, can say
' carry you far along the road to much in terse, concise speech,
success and recognition. But be getting right to the core of a
sure of your goals. Don't go off matter. Your integrity, practicality and meticulousness are
on tangents.
outstanding and you will stand
'
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by your principles to the death.
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In short, you're a pretty sub
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If expanding' operations, stantial citizen. AA is, of
proceed cautiously. Consider all course, if living up to your
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COUPON SAVINGS

SWEATERS
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners
Coupon Good thru
Jan. 31, 1/73
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Sanitone Certified Master Drycleaner we have the most modern drycteamno process. We are
well-schooled in superior methods of restoring these fabrics to
their fresh,like-new appearance.
And that's one more reason
why Catalina, SerbinTand
other clothing experts recommend our Sanitone dry-
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you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Cosine Good titre
Jan. 31, 1973
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Modern complex synthetic and
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Ladies 2-Piece Pant

Rog. 1.60 ea.

NEW
MIRACLE FABRICS_

SEATLE BAILEY
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Ours is the
safe
drycleaning
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COUPON SAVINGS

SLACKS &
TROUSERS ..494
Bring any number. You, must present this
coupon when you, bring your cleaning to
Boone's
—_
Coupon Good thru
Jan. 31, 1373

BOONE'S
COUPON SAVINGS

SHIRTS
LAUND ERED
4 for 99
'
Bring aL4iber. You must present,this coupon when you bring your cleaning to

Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good thru
Jan. 31, 1973

BOONE'S
0th & Main
6th & Poplar
5 Points

!Worth 12th
Story Ave.
093 Main
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Food Stamp Program Expands Under Liberalized Eligibility 'Standards
Atkiiis, en the other hand, pays
FRANKFORT, Ky.-, When
...-WIlltal1- G111 of. I...estngton. was aionost tone fourth of the face
seriously injured in an in- value of his stamps. ,
They are among 3700 families
. tiustrial accident last .June,..he
fi•und 'himself hard,pressed to now receiving food stamps in
County.
This
continue providing for his,ife Fayette
"—iffitl'efight -school-age cliffdren.--• represents an • increase of 700
• lejured, out,,. of writ and families since liberalized
•rimidly running Out of money, eligibility requirements were
Gill turned to the local public put into effect by the state
Department of Economic
assistance office for help.
John Atkins is e I Self- Security last March.
In 1971, the federal governemployed house painter. When
business and the weather are- ment passed what was essen- good; he, his wife and child are tially a new inod stamp act.
• a self-sufficient family. But Changes in .the act have
bei.ause of seasonal slowdowns, resulted --in -a significant inbets forced to seek temporary crease in the number `of
. assistance from huiiiiin service people receiving food stamps in
orpnizations in Fayette Kentucky, particularly in
metropolitan areas.
. County.
• -a
Last month, the Jefferson
Dorothy Hambrick is a single
• parent with one child 7 Deter- County Public Assistance Office
mined is4 to get 1141111404 in the reported over 15.000 families
i stamps. 3000
poverty trap, she decided to receiving food'
return to the University of more than were receiving them
Kentucky. But before she prior to livera ization of the
could return to school. ehgibility standards.
.
Rick Crawford, supervisor of
arrangements for child care,
living and school exPehats had. the department's food stamp
program, , explained thlit the
-4wbe-made.
Ftsed stamps were an integral new methad• 'ty calculate
part of the assistance each eligibility- was developed by the
U.S. Department of Agriculture
family, received.
USDA.
-I couldn't get along without
"The changes .invulvect_
_bent...because 1 haveinu mom*
of my own," said . Mrs. Ham- increase the number of Kenbrick. -In my opinion, food tuckians who qualify for the
stamps are a better answer to program and will result in
the needs of poor people than greater benefits for, those
surplus
commodity already receiving food stampthe
program or sonic .of the other s," he said.
One of the changes involves a
half-way measures of the past."
Both Mrs. Han ibrick and reordering of the sequence of
William Gill receive food deductions used to determine a
stall ips as part of a com- (lied stamp applicant's_net
prehensive assistance program. income_ The adjusted income

figure determines whether a
person qualifies for food stamps
and how much he must pay for
them.
Crawford said.thatlinder the
regulation,
new
federal
deductions, for such items ss
medical expenses, child care
ytnents arid disaster losses
will supercede deductions for
excessive shelter costs. Based
on The adjusted income, food
stamp workers will determine
whether a family has excessive
shelter costs for rent or mortgage payments and if they
should be allowed another
deduction for them.
Cravford also said USDA has
ruled that court-ordered child
support payments may be
deducted in determining the
income of food stamp ailplieants

as the food stamp program
progreSStsd.
"I think even the once-a-week
contact that we have now with
employment
the
office
strengthens our lines of communication," said James R.
Williams,food stamp worker in
Scottsville.
Currently about 326,000
Kentuckians are receiving food
stamps in 85 counties.
By Jan, 31, 1973, the food
stamp program will include a
total of 91 counties throughout
the state," said Eeohomic
Security Commissioner Gail .S.
Huecker. "I„hope to see it expand to all 120 counties by the
end of 1976."
To cope with the growing
expansion of the program, the,
food -14_4‘41+4.ffirs.bas.developed
a computerized ,system tor
The food stamp program is handling stamp applications.
"When application forms are
deisgned to provide help to both
public, assistance and low- received in our central office, a
income non -assisted computer checks for the proper
information," said Crawford.
hiiu.sehei
Registering able-bodied •Rwet, "If the4rni is in order, an
stamp recipients with local author' tOti to purchase card
employment offices is part of is printed and mailed to thethe major thrust of_the_foeti _recipients who, in turn, use it to
purchase their stamps.",
stamp program. ,
Because the computer
"tt'he food stamp work
registration'. program is alive -I maintains a bank of information
applicant, the
and growing in Kentucky," said on each
John Gray, food stamp coor- possibility of successful fraud is
reduced,
dinator for the employment'-S-Ubstaatially
Crawford said.
service.
The Kentucky food stamp
During a recent trip . to
several western Kentucky program is expected to be
public assistance offics; Gray entirely computerized by Jan.
noted that cooperation between. 31, 1973.
Along with faster and more
local employbient and public
aSS-falance efflees Vas growing efficient-computerized systems

7
6AV
- GAME PLAN t4A4
--ALwAY4 E$EEN "DON'T RUN
UNTIL YOU GOO TilE
WsitTES OFi.4i getUCK'tE5

•-IONAwee-.
• INONMANNALAMs.

has come post-office issuance
for more convenient delivery to
the llsid stamp recipients.
Seventeen counties are now
issuing foal stamps through
their local post offices.
"Nn -stamps wilt--be sold -at
public assistance offices in
these counties," said Crawford.
He added that applicants still
must appear at the offices to
certify their eigibtlity.
"Excepting imported food
stuffs and non-food items,a food
stamp reciPient • can choose
almost any kind of food he
wishes," Crawford said.
The food _stanip recipients
freeMen to choose what he.
wants to.,eat, rather than being
told what he can have, has led
to a nasuriderstanding about the
Keil= among the general
public, according to crawford.
One of the major complaints
centers ori the extravagance of
,food stamp- recipients.
Sell III
Although the frequepcy of
deliberate extravagance, is so
low as to be :insignificant,
"there is a recognized problein
of educating the chtonic poor on
-methods and techniques of
sound feed purchasing,"
Crawford said.
—Classes in niarketingrind rigid
management" are conducted
throughout the state by both
governmental and volunteer
organizations to assist the poor
in getting the best food buy.
Brisland, Economic
Security's nutrition export,
publishes a monthly listing of
best food buys sapplemented by
-atianienical_ recipes..athich she
sends to all food stamp offices in
the state. Local staff distribute
the publication to food stamp
recipients..

An additional spinoff of the
food stamp program is •
creased local economic activity.
7
"When you have $30,000 to
$40,000 coining-" into a community,everyone feels it," said
David Williams, field office
administrator in Simpson
County. —It not only helps the
poor and the aged, but it boosts
cuu
t.u
eco
no
hever
ouni
yec
;
t .-,eu
, my of the whol!_._
'
'
Economic expansion occurs
in different sectors of the
Fond stammip sopkesinen cite
additional financial input in the
form of cash flow for office
rentals and the hiring of local
people to 'staff the program.
Grocers frequently hire extra
people,to serve the increased
customer traffic:. Additional
niontes are;deposited in local
banks and recycled into the
'community in the form of investments and loans.
Revenue brought into the
community through the use of
111‹.)offrUS coupons is frequently
in the neighborhood of $50,000 a
month compared with an expenditure of approximately the
aoinent to administer the
commodity program.
Last year,$78 million worth of
bonus cottpons were distributed
among 95;323 families.
As a result of increased food
stamp use, the state collected
approximately $4 million in
sales tax through June of last
year.
Next year, an anticipated $85
million is expected to find its
way into the Commoawealth's
economy from increased food
stamp registration.

Frances Drake
FOR WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 1, 1973
Look in the section-in which
your hUthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
. 21 -to Apr. 20) °COCA
RIES
(AMar
This year's key word is
CHANGE, and this day will be
important in ,that area. New
trends will develop in a variety
of ways, some much to your
liking, others less so Take all in
stride.
TAURUS .
Apr. 21 to May 21)
This day calls for distinctiveness and originality, plus
meticulous care in all matters.
You gun expect stiff coinpetition.
n11
0
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
Several pieces of the
"jigsaw" now falling into place,
more due. Some dandy
achievement possible.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23 03/t10
A tip-top period for achieving
happiness through personal
relationships. Make the most of
it. You may have to revise plans
a bit, so be ready,and don't fret.
LEO
'
7
r''
(July 24 to Aug. 23) ti244t
Under day's potent solar
influences, loves and labors
magnetic
new
take on
variations. There will be high
scores for those of you who
your
activities
arrange
suitably.
•
VIRGO
P%
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) I
Mercury influences now
encourage all your endeavors.
Start thinking and planning in
terms of the future -- which
looks highly auspicious.
LIBRA
( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 Arlo
Expand efforts to encompass
areas not heretofore trod but
whose fields are fertile. Play
Cords "close to the vest,"
however, so as not to disclose
plans to the opposition.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt/e/IC°
Mars, in favorable aspect,
enlivens this day. Strategic
moves, agile footwork, taking

Although
Kentecky's
tuberculosis case -rate dropped
in 1971 to 23.0 per 100,000
population from 22.0 the
previous year, it was still above
the national average of 17.1.
according to statistics released
by the U.S. Public Health
Services Center for Disease
Control. Kentucky ranked 8th in
the nation in severity of its TB
problem.
The number of new active TB
cases reported for the year was
755--down from 870 in 1970.
Overall, the U.S. recorded a
decline . in new tuberculosis
infection during 1971, but in 13
states the reported number of
K I TE FLYER— Dawn McCalla, 19, Unsnarls kite line
new active TB cases increased,
on Turtle Beach, Ocho Rios, Jamaica, West Indies, where
and in 2 states it remained
kite flying is a major business. '
unchanged. Statistics .for 1972
are expected to be published by
CDC in June of 1973.
OM 00 DOOM
This past May,at a meeting in
MEMO MEOW
Saint (abbr )
Squandered
OM MEMO= 0151 Kansas City, Mo., specialists
Mountains
of
Diplomacy
00 0000 0300 concerned with tuberculosis
Europe
Hit hard
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Repect
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substances
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23 Final
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([Nil, drug therapy has made
horses
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Time gone by
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calculated risks will be\harc
bingers of high .scoring.
SAGITTARIUS
NOV. 23 to Dec. 21) efliiii-O•
You are mostly on your own
now, but you can make _fine
progress, 'nevertheless. Drees
activities in garb that pleases
the mind's eye, to keep you "on
stage center."
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 201 Vi
Orient yourself to beneficial
changtng conditions. Take a
long,. hard, objective look in
order to reach accurate appraisals.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Uranus, favorable, will help
you to capitalize on your ideas
trtstead of keeping them in the
thought stage,,An artistic touch
will pay off.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. '20)
A good day for making
necessary changes; also for
investigating the curious or
unusual -- which always interests the Piscean Original
ideas stirnulated.

10' x 55'
Ranchero Fu
10,000 mil
Station wag
Brandon
Court after 4

YOU BORN TODAY have the
insight and understanding to get
a head start on competitors, and
keep well abreast of coworkers But sometimes you
fail In your efforts through lack
of self-confidence, fear of what .
others may think or because
you fret and waste hours
worrying over possibilities
rdch May never develop:Your
mind is top-notch for ANY
undertaking once you develop
your best side and look UP and
FORWARD - EVERY DAY
Feel& best suited to your
talents- Science, literature, the
law, education and statesman- it
ship Travel, music and poetry •
would prove your most
satisfying hobbies.

- BELTONE
hearing aid
hearing at

YOUR PERSONAL MOROS(OPE
FOR tars F or • personal lel pipe
, mml,N. kw* And
Nrec.s on NNW"
mama.* sins sl 00 p*vs 25 cents •is
coos 40, imsloge and nandlose 40
ktoreasepit Rog* Otgertmenf. is In,
040 Chelsea Station, se* *fort, sit
10011 ”NmhOmma we newspaper
Yeur NAME ADDRESS vntn
ZIP end DA E OF BIRTH llo b. sure
kou oef Nas rpnr tor elm, Or row
zodiac ien)

depends on
the
active
cooperation and participation of
each patient taking his
tnedication regularly. Periodic
checkups until all signs of the
disease have cleared up are also
considered essential. In Sep-tember, CIBA Pharmaceutial
Company
combined
its
Rimactane and [NH into one
package to help the TB patient
remember to take both
medications at the same time
and in the exact ...dosage
required. Since the dual pack
contains sufficient medication _
for 30 days of treatment, it
coincides with the practice of
having patients return to the
outpatient clinic for renewal of
the prescription and the
necessary medical checkup.'
(The company is providing the
INN at no extra cost to the
patient.)
Francis J. Murray, MD,- Consultant to the USPHS Center
for Disease Control's .TB
Program, repoata_ 'that. new
drug-s '.'have changed the
outlook for treatment of the
disease" even in faradvanced
cases.
--- However, "the decline of TB
in the U.S., although encouraging, is neither steady
enough nor dramatic enough,"
according to the National
Tuberculosis St Respiratory
Disease Association's
Managing Director, Robert 4. •
Anderson, M.D. "Becatzse-Our
goal is nothing less than
eradicationi of TB, we must
attack the- disease from every
aspect," he recommends.
"We must prevent people
fronit'beconting infected with
the tubercle prevent those who
are infected from developing
active cases, and cure those
who have the disease.
"Chemotherapy will help us
10.. accomplish- each of these
pals," Dr. Anderson predicts.
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

HONDA
197 B100
One Used and One

New

MUST SELL!- 5250.00

Phone 753421,3

Xe
:
6

\ •N. S

making
also for
IOUs or
ays inOriginal

10' x 55' 2-bedrhom trailer. 1972
Ranchero Ford Truck. Less than
10,000 miles. 1909 Chevrolet
Station wagon, low mileage. See
Rroodon Dill at IhIPe Trader
Court after 4:30p.m.
N
J4C

have the
g to get
tors, and
of coyou
ugh lack
of what
because
e hours
sibilities
kip.-Your
for ANY
develop UP and
Y DAY
to your
ture, the tatesmand poetry

After
5 p.m.

%%%%%%%%

S.

REMOVE CARPET paths and
spots; fluff beaten down nay with
Blue Lustre. Rent Shompoer
$1.00. BiLK, Belaire ShaPPMS
J6C
Center.

2-BEDROOM trailer. Elettric
heat. See Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court at Murray Drive In
TheateeEntrazice
TFC

Year End

Clearance Sale
All makes & models Furnaces
Couches & Chairs
Refrigerators &,Stoves
Washers & Dryers
Black Leather Lounge Chair
Cottage Cabin
Storage Buildings (various sizes)
Dinette Sets
Gun Case (holds 6 guns).

stoic OPE
Ilapart
Wet VII
SWIM VI
Sag In,
York WY
newspaper
RISS ...4th
to Do sure
Or
vou

Come By, Check the Bargains!
BILL'S
MOBILE HOME REPAIR

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
TRUCK CAMPER
1972 Model, sleeps 4, gas or
electric refrigerator, gas
stove, pre-suffixed water
system,portable commode.
Plenty of storage space. Call
753-8177 or sae Craig Banks,
Mayfield Highway.

ONE 1952 FORD tracthr with
equipment. , one bush hog, one
grader blade and one 1958 Oldsmobile four door sedan. Call
489-2.416, after 5:00p.m.
J2P
ELECTRIC GUITAR, almost
brand new, and small amplifier.
$60.00 for both. Phone 753J4C
,4724-

CALL
Aboat Our
Aluminum Sheets

25' each

ray, MD,
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that. new
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Alma, Ky.
753-0880

The Ledger & Times
103 N. 4th Street
Murray, i(y,

Phase 753-1916

MAPLE BOOKCASE bunk beds, 11964 FORDGALAXIE XL. Motor
excellent condition Phone 753- and transmission like new. Phone SEAMLESS ALUMINUM gutters
manufactured and installed by
3110
J3C 753-6637
TFC
Atkins Gutter Installation,
Murray, phor 753-8407 or 7538992.
Jenuary25C

Urea Cheap Source Of
Protein For Beef Cattle

-

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

Spiders

Termites
Eat Your Home
41 1111
Roaches
Cairy Germs

HOB

CAP4

Must Be A Good
Breakfast Grill Cook

Protect:Your_ Hornet

do
Do not be deCeived! Termites work
Good

Starting Pay

24 hours a
day the year round... Winter and Summer.

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION
Triangle Inn
753-4953
so,

fra u I Po on --fa
trurri haws fraaas

'11

Hwy. 641 North
Phone

Full Time
Day Cook

•tin

MAN-O-WAR

6

seu .wt4K

TWO BEDROOM house, 104
North 9th Street. Key at 102 North
9th. Write Harding C. Williams,
236 Locust, Moneta, Phonic,
61760.
119C

DUROC BOAR, pure bred,
- BELTONE FACTORY tresh weighs about 300 lbs.; also wheat
hearing aid batteries for all itaike straw. Phone 436-5622 WI.
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. J4C Kingins, New Concord.
J4

MOM •

Ntve, et,>/ A NO

EFFICIENCY- APARTMENT.
See Mrs. Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court, located Murray
Drive In Theatre entrance. 42C

Great Gift!!
I! help
ur ideas
in the
tic touch

WANTED COOK, waitress and
dishwasher. Apply in person, no
phone calls to Southside
Restaurant.
- J3C

UNFURNISHED SIX room stone
house, newly redecorated, ineluding carpets, throughout, gas
heat. Deposit required. Available
January 1. Phone 753-3143.
J2C
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HELP WANTED

FOUR ROOM furnished apartment one block from M.S.U.
$60.00 per month plus utilities.
J3C
Phone753-8250:

Uric

6•_„(

r

•

FOR RENT
Another View 0

our own
ke line
Dress
pleases
you "on

753-1916
Call

1-2.

"EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
LETS BUGS HAVE THEIR WAY"

-

Kelley's Termite-%.
Pest Control

UNLIMITED OPPERTUNITY
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
for Men or Women: we are exPhone
ay
753-3914
or
Nile
panding our sales force-have
Home
20
Years,
Owned
Over
and
Operatid
opening for 3 additional men or
women interested in making $200
Kentucky
of
Sta.te
Licensed
by
r
or more per week. Year around
Mm r
M f
of
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY employment, with future assured
or the right man, or woman. In
one of the fastest growing FOR ALL your glass needs call GENERAL HOUSE Twiring.
c.itriipanies in our field. For Carl Howard Glass Company. Installation or rework. No job toe
• zonal interview write to Mr. Specializing in commercial and big or too small. Call for estuttate
John W. Isbell P.O. Box 442 auto. Phone 753-0176.
J12C 436-2159,Jim.
January4P
Fulton, Ky. 42041,
J4C

11FIVE MILLION POLLAR5 WORTH OF JUNK
UP'THERE ON THE MOON, AND WE'RE DOWN
HERE TRYING TO MAKE A BUCK PEDDLING
USED AUTCNCeILE PARTS."
BUSINESS "OPPORTUNITY

WANTED
Manager Trainees

Department MOM chain operating in
Indiana, Kentucky, and Tennessee. Seeking
Manager Trainees, experience preferred
but not necessary, ample starting salary
depending on Education and Experience,
many company benefits Send resume to
Box 32L care of Ledger & Times
NOTICE

Paris, Tenn.
901-642-7229

TEDFORD'S i
Seamless Gutter

White 5" Aluminum Baked On Enamel Paint .•
Never Needs Painting!

Call Now for Lower Wintitr
Prices!!
FOIK RENT

Rent A New
Blue Luster
SHAMPOOER

If You
Miss

Your Paper

Please Phone
Your

Paper Carrier
First

PASCHALL TRUCK LINES.- DIRECT SERVICE LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
NASHVILLE, tENN. Ph. 256-5847
ST. LOUIS, MO.

NOTICE

No lointi
No Leaks

FURNISHED APARTIWEIST.
living room, kitchen, bathroom
with shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartments, South 16th Street, 7536609.

Fill Time
WAITRESS
WASTER
HAZEL CAFE
Phut 492.9181

Ph. 621-2932

SEMI-DR1VERS needed. [nest
rilffirlanys need Certtflte-Sernf-1
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
Drivers. Earn $3004400 per
FOR ALL your additionsNo experience necessary,
remodeling, residential or
train. For application call 317- BRICK DUPLEX apartment commercial. New or old. Free
building, one block from estimates. Oall 7534123
TFC
University. Electric heat, wall to
11112
636-,A1
er26
5,i(7'a5IdoiS)
a
r 'nsap
twerins
oilti.es. CPI°a.ndsitawBux
naaY
. wall carpeting, panel walls, lots
46201. ---January25C of closet space and built-in
dressers. 75'x140'. Each apartment has living room, bedroom,
STOP
kitchen and bath with shower.
OPPORTUNITY
Well insulated with rockwool in
the ceiling, storm doors and
KNOCKS
windows. Good investment
i will start you with
property for only $25,500.00.
$?80.110
per
month
Including two electric table top
gineaateed, send you to
Mtbeelr hr two eeeks, 'hot- water heaters-, 2" electric
stoves
and
2
electric
expenses paid, train you in
refrigerators. Also furnished
the field-selling and
FREE
with 4 beds, 2 kitchen tables with
servicing established
8chairs. Now renting for $2,400.00
ESTIMATE
business accounts. Must be
per year Shown by appointment
over 18, have a car, bononly. Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753dable. ambitious and
7278.
TFNC
sport's
minded.
Hospitalization and pen753-0961
INVESTMENT PROPERTY.
sion program. ('all for
Two bedroom furnished house
appointment Les Morris,
with living room, kitchen, utility KELLY:S TERMITE and Pest
Paducah, 443-8751.
room And bath, paneled walls, Cootroj, phone 753-3914, 100 South
electric heat, storm windows and 13th Street "Every day you
AVON CAN brighten your life- storm doors, newly painted. delay lets huge have their
TEC
with extra cash you eon earn as 1,:strge lot 93'z'x140'. Now renting way."
an 'Avon Representative. It's a for $100.00 per month. Priced for
great way to end money quick sale at $12,750.00. Including ..,Anei...i.worei.o ELECTRONICS
worries-selling our famous 4 beds,;chest of drawers, kitlid N. Os 753-6091
products in your spare time. chen table, with chairs, electric
RA010, TELEVISION
F5C stove, electric refrigerator
Call: 443-3366 Collect.
SMALL APPLIANCE
SALES IL SERVICE
Shown by appointment only. SPECIALIZING
IN CS
CAR
Phone John Pasco, Jr., 753r_itef•Aitt
ALTOS FOR SALE
7278.
TFNC,

Pi20.ring
Painting
Canvas
Ceiling Tile

I

Shop at Home

Bill Houghton

1960 INTE
ATION Al. Metro
If No Results:
mail truck; 1953 Ford pickup
Phone
electrical truck; Riding garden
cultivator
tractor with plow, disc,
and mower. Also 30" gas range,
LEXINGTON, KY.-With
ration.
be mixed with the total
Before 5:00 p.m.,
deluxe Model. Phone 753-9686.J2C
soYbean meal selling at record
This ration should contain
Then
prices, beef producers may readily available energy, such KITCHENE1 ie. SET; table and
WESTERN AUTO
want to look for a cheaper
It
is
not
a
as corn or molasses.
six chairs. Good condition. Phone
After 5:30 p.m. and
Home of
source, protein for their
good idea to feed a high-urea 753-2293 after 3:00 p.m.
32P
cattle. Some cattlemen are
Until 6:30 p.m.
supplement with hay alone, said
The Wishing Well
--turning to materials such as
Gay.
SEARS 36" white gas range,
urea to provide protein for their
753A complete, alr4irea sup- $100.00 or best offer. Phone
animals, according to Nelson
TFC 1 or 2 bedroom apartment. Fully
7855 after 4:30 p.m.
plement
that
has
given
acfurnished, available. , January 1,
Gay, Extension "beef cattle
,................--sw-swie 1973. Embassy Apartments. Call
specialist at the University of ceptable performance in both
growing and finishing rations is
1 753-4331 or 753-6177.
of
Kentucky
College
TFC
The
as follows: UREA (45 percent
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
1969 FORD Ranger,' ton pickup
Agriculture.
BY OWNER; four bedroom Installation.
South
Ni -37 percent; dicalciurn
603
at
be
seen
Can
truck.
Phone 753-7850. TFC
Gay explained that nitrogen is
HOUSE TRAILER onprivatelot
3
home, with large den, large
phosphate-25' percent; dried
4th Street or phone 753-8986
l'kuPue-'9 1 Available now. Only
an important element in the
blocks
room,
large
utility
BULLDOZER WORK, trucking,
-private patio,
molasses-18 percent; ground
between 9:00 amt.-5:00p.m. J4C
front campus. Water and-Sewer
chemical makeup of protein.
maple cabinets, dishwasher, also bank gravel, fill dirt and
has all types of
limestone-15 percent; vitamin
tfurnished. Phone 753-7813.
Urea contains nonprotein
J4C
garbage disposal. Close to Carter topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
premix- 3.75 percent; and
..• s
CRAFT SUPPLIES
nitrogen, but ruminant animals
and Middle Schools. Priced to or 354-8161 after 5:00p.m.
TFC
trace
minerals,
1.25
percent.
DUPLEX APARTMENT, two
1969 CORVETTE coupe 350-31:10
such as cattle are able to conCome out and make
sell.
Bank loan available to right
This "premix" should be
player, side
central
heat
and
air,
automatic.
Air,
tape
bedrooms,
vert urea into protein. Gay siad
yourself something
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or
SPECIALIZES IN WOOD
combined with fine-ground corn
- pipes, luggage rack, new tires,
ceramic tile bath, washer an4i
,11w feeding of urea s a protein
AND
TFC
753-6342 nights.
on
neat!
a
1:3
basis
and
fed
at
the
rate
dryer hook up, built in sto
low mileage. $3200.00. Phone 753source does not result in
I Ii, stool St.
OMPOSMON ROOFING
7;:-'37i
C
0046 or 753-7530 after 6:00 p.m.
$125.00 per month plus utilities.
maximum gains for all classes of two pounds per head daily if
BEAUTIFUL LOT for immediate
1119 No. Arcadia
PER CONSTRUCTION CO
...aL Phone 753-7850.
'J5C
TFC
of cattle. However, the low cost .5-.6 pounds of supplemental
building. Sharp St. near city park
MUSIC
Building
and remodeling.
crude
protein
is
needed.
9f urea may make it useful to
shopping center, city school
Phone 354-6.567
USED-WHITE Tappan stove, RENT Si BUY "Specials." For
1972 CHRYSLER New Yorker hospital, university. Phone 606the cattleman who is looking for
Gay said urea can also be 36",electric. Phone 753-2623. J3C
four door hardtop, full, power and 549-2494.
Music Lessons
rent, furnished or unfurnished, a
an alternative to the currently
TFC
utilized in liquid form. Urea in
GENERAL HOME repairing and
Professional teachers of
-two bedroom house and two one
air conditioned. 7,000 actual
highpriced soybean meal and
liquid formulations is usually TEN GALLON Meta frame
Piano, orqan, voice, guitar,
,inside_ painting. Reasonable.
for
$6346.00,
sell
'
miles.
Lists
for
bedroom apartments. Monthly or
• cottonseed meal.
grovel
neat
Kirksey,
163
ACRES
iteordion, drums and band
combined with molasses and acivarium, complete with corner
J5P pit, umber, tobacco barn, mock3Free estimate.Ptinne 436' $4200.00. Phone 753-2720.
lease rates negotiable. For sale,
instruments J & B Music
The UK beef specialist noted
other ingredients. These liquid under gra,Vel filter, ptimp,
Center, Murray, Ky. 753•
JIC
good roomy. one bedreouutiouse
-7-that-good rule cif thumb to use in
barn, rental house, pasture, and
575.
formulations can be self-fed in heater, and gravel. Never been on
good lot for only $5,800.00. C.O.
feeding urea is that six pounds
corn
tobacco,
dark
fire
crop
land,
JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
MUST SEIJ.!„1.967. Pontiac, air
special feeders. They are used. Reasonably priced.
Call Bondurant Realty, (over Swann
corn plus one pound of urea is
PIANO TUNING-Repair- conditioned, automatic tran- base, only $26,000, call owner, Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
convenient to use, but there is 753-9517 after 4:00 p.m.
J3C Grocery I Call 753-9954 or 753approximately equal to seven
rebuilding. Prompt expert ser- smission, power steering and Mayfield 247-7132 or 247-1285. TFC carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
IfIlle control over the amount
3460.
J3C
pounds of soybean meal on a
J3C
7534625 nights.
TFC
the'animal eats. Gay said that NEW AND used cutters,
vire. 15 years experience. Rebuilt• brakes. Phone 753-8293.
4', 5',
pretein and energy basis. He
12 ROOM Brick Colonial mon:pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
although liquid formulations and 6', lift type or pull type.
also pointed out tat corn-urea,
TWO BEDROOM mobile home, Murray, Kentucky. PtIpne 753- 1971.
WANT TO BUY
intended to be self-fed are Vinson Tractor
SUPER Beetle, excellent sion, on 42 acres in Dukedom,
Co.,753-4892. lit 10'x42', nice. Near university.
mixtures are not a complete
F2C condition, radio, undercoating,. Tennessee, with over 'z mile of
_
tem
usually low enough in urea.not
supplement, just as Seybean Phone 753-3895 or 753,3482. .13C
to be toxic, thlerconsurnptiop
Phone 753-9838.
J8C highway frontage. $27,500.00.
REGISTERED BLACK labrador
Meal is not a complete
J2C
Antique Clocks
expensive and should he retriever, one year
..
_ Phone(912)776-5397.
Pianos
-Organs
old. Three LARGE FOUR roem furnished
. ....„_.
• -*meat Additional minerals
guarded against.
We
buy and sell old clocks,
'white toy poodles, registered, apartment:KOS/We 'Ind private
See why more people buy
•
and vitamins may be required
NOTICE'
Wurlitzer than any other
PEST CONTROL
eases, works and parts.
in the ration.
entrance. No pets: Phone 753Rental
A University of Kentucky eight weeks old. Phone 753Seryiee
Sales
piano.
Oeer 150 in stock. We
J3C 1203.
J3C
Purchase Practice piano and
Gay warned that certaifipublication entitled, "Non- 6345.
J&R music (vow,
repair clocks. J & B Music
studios.
taken
be.
precautions should
HOME sprayed foe
AVERAGE
protenin Nifiogen in Beef Cattle
Montgomery
Ward
Murray, KY 751 7575
Center. 7534375.
when feeding high-urea sup$15.00. Six month guarantee. No
Rations," whicA "gives ad- CREOSOTED POLES and penta MOBILE HOMES: one to' x 50',
1203 Chestnut
plements. He said over- ditional details on the feeding of treated lumber. Also styrofoain all electric, large lot, good nef.limonthly contract required.
Sale, WitOrtesday PnlY
,PIANO TUNING and Repair
consumption of urea can cease erre; is available from /mai kloots for dock notation. Murray l?f!ripmol,tio.uo per month. Also
10 percent off all Returned
Superior Exterminating WANTED TO BUY: 1200 old red
1
Jerry Cain, 75.142.,,,kkgjsker I
toxicity ( poisoning). Ideally, county Extension offices, in Lumber Company, 104 Maple onex 401'tivn bedroom, $45 ii
41101111161610.01ane 753,•
ilmrd br4Clist Call 753-8640„or 753(ioen""14t 7 00 P.M.
craftsman Piano Technicia
JanuarylIC 15111.
high-urea Jupplements should
.12C
7
.266.
Kentucky.
Street,
• J4C per month. Phone 489-2595
J4C
(
Guild.

753-1916

753-7278

,W;,14.__ I

Radio, TV &
Stereo
In-Store Repair on
All Brands
Murray Home
a Auto
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Purchase Area
Hog Market

•

Mrs: Walker
Passes Away

Mike Stranak
Dies Today
At-Home

-TUESDAY-JANUARY 2, IPS

KENTUCKY
I.EDGER & TIMES - MURRAY,

Five Day Old Son
Dies At Hospital

Calloway Co. ...

from Page
1Cowdeliod
-

Hemy Hopkins Fat-her—local
Man Succumbs
Dies Sunday
At Hospital

night."
Hoe. W.J. Bryan was quoted Skulei Thursday
Tickets, general admission 25
in a tribute to Mr. Goebel.
Page
Christopher Noel I laVIS, five
conts, were on sale at Wear's
Feclei al State Market News
Ilenjantin Earl Feltner of
arid Mrs.
large ads by Drug store.
Mr.
were
of
6
page
seri
old
daY''
On
1973
2,
January
Walker
Serrice
Mrs. Leonard (Helen)
Tenn., father of
Woodlawn,
Gatlin
Route
&
Murray
Shipley
Hani,
of
T.
8
Davis
Page
Sel
H.,
John
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog ‘,1 Murray Route Six died
Graham Feltner of Murray,
3m -died Saturday at 9:05 a.m. arid Frank P. Pool. HAM'S -011x .W.ere the offeciale an the
Market Report Includge, 9 Satun;bse_eit e:10 p.m, at the:. died Saturday at the Jennie
prices were listed: 2 lbs. Keg city and county? Page $ in the
at tee Murray-Calloway -County
Buy ing Stations • \
Murray -Calloway - County.
Henry Stuart Hospital, Hopkinsville,
chit:pied
Death
85
Lamps
Parlor
ago
cents;
5
Soda
years
Times
73
Callnway
Hospital.
Receipts: Act. 1526 Est. 1100 Hospital. She was 67 years of
Three at the age of 79.
The baby was born on Mon- tents; Bacon 8 cents.
carried a "Directory" of the Heplues of Murray'Route
Mike Stranak, manager of
Barrows and Gilts 75. cents age.
at 8:59
happening in the Courts, Churches, Secret on Sunday at 4:15 pro at the
25,
were
Things
December
in
day,
died
Murray,
Lanes,
Corvette
lower
cents
50
fully
Sows
levier
Murray -Calloway: County:
Funeral services were held
The deceased had retired in his sleep last night at his home at the local Hospital. He
community. Malcolm Denham Societies, and the "Mails."
US 1-2 200-230 lbs., 29.50-30.00
He was 65 years of age Monday at 10:30 a.m. at the
Hospital.
fifteen
Community
pounds
Grove
1959 after 29 sears a.f.service at 508 South 7th Street.
Harris
Cirsix
of
of
,wretglied
.
T.P.. Coek was judge
2$15i-e 50
and Milligan Funeral Home, Dover,
South rentrat Bee
"raiSed a barn Thursday."
cuit Court. W.R. Howell was and a retired farmer
The Murray man's death was ounces at birth:
CS 2-1 240-NO lbs • 28 111F28 75 Willi the Company.
a
was
carpenter.
She
to
his
Telephone
corresponTenn., with Rev. Thomas Treet
addition
Pottertown
Tlie
and
in
attorney,
Survieors
by
causes
clenitionwealth
to
due
natural
ruled
2Ii43-280 lbs.. 27 25-28.00
S
..-•
Burial was in the
iaber of -the Efrn Grove tiTie-effice of Call-ileai Coil* parents areliLs grandparent, &e4IT arinceineett;-77•WC.-ereve
Phillips was
Sow-,
Fkipleins-wdi a member of reilclaring.
Mr-.
l)avis of
Baptist Church. club at this Helton was master coinUnion Hill Cemetery in Trigg
H.
loafers
a
Jesse
organized
Mrs.
Stranak
and
Mr.
Churchill.
Max
Coroner
lbs
270-350
Cumberland
1-2
US
Liberty.
the
County,.
Walker was born May
was -discoveree dead this Mena, Ark., and Mr. and Mrs. -place with f).M. Hendrick as intssia,ner.
US 1-3 350-650 lbs 21.50-2100
Presbyterian Church. He was
Park,
Tinsley.
of
and
Puriaroy
as
County
Garland
Arch
and
president
eWfice-rs (4 the County Court born August 29, 1907, in Teniiiorrung about seven o'clock by Leslie
US 2-3 450-650 lbs., 20.50-21.50 14. 1905. in Calloway
IW: gretil-geariiiparentse Mrs, secretary." Simitherman Were: G.N. Cutehtn, judge; Con 'Lessee and was the sere of the -1--..--Feltrier was a member 44 the
was the daughter 44 the late
"
his wife. '
Bears 20 60-21 So
been
Carolyn Davis of Chicago, Ill., School iii44e reported: "We Lino, attorney; John II. Keys, late John Hopkins and Sally Oak Wood Freewill Baptist
had
65,
age
Moses' Thornton and Mattie
Stranak,
Mr.
had a big snow last week, did clerk; J.el. Redford, sheriff; Turner Hopkins.
Skinner Thornton. She and her
Church. Born May 15, 1893, in
with the local bowling alley, and -Ralph Puiiiros: of Downers
you?" leroie Old Providence: Bert- Purcheri, jailer.
husband. Leonard, who sur- Corvette. I.nes, for thirteen Greve, Ill.
-,-Stewart County, Tenn., he was.
Sun-wore are his wife, Mrs.
-Sean district is proud of her
Gravesule rites were at the
v Ives, were ii tarried September
In the pt1ice Court, Joe R.
years, and had been manager
the son of the late William B
Barnett Hopkins of
Opal
Greve,
the
one
Philips,
Ed
are
rig
:Pleasant
band.
North Qrergan. was judge; Walter
6; 1930. Also 50rerving
for_tbe past eight years.
Feltner and Mary Pace reltner.
Murray
Three- -'one
44•arlikar`r is widteaWake and full Hollatid, Marshall.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Cemetery en..Saturaay at 2
brether, ..himes Dineen ThornMtS.
(Jane)
Charles
Mrs.
Survivors 'are his wife, Mrs.
of fun."
with the Blalock-e'oleman
On the City Council were the daughter,
ton of Murray and several Lucy Linn Stranak of 508 South
Avenue,
Ryan
1655
McDaniel,
Shelton Feltner, who -he
Natalie
of
charge
in
7
Page
son,
Heine
;
Funeral
following: A.J. Holland, mayor.
7th Street. Murray; one
Final rites for Mrs. Louis nieces and nephews.
held !Ann Stranak of Lexington; one arrarigements. The family
news was on Will Dunn, treasurer; K. Murray; one son, Ben B. ilia rried Decei 'her 24, 1913;
of
were
variety
wide
A
serviees
Funeral
Heights
Leal Butler of Alum
p.m. at the grandson, Wade Stranak of requested that expressions of
Page 7. "Of course it snowed. Robertson, clerk; A.B. Beale, Hopkms of Murray Route Two; three daughters, Mrs. Allen
were held Sunday at two p.m. at Moeda) at two
the
to
made
-Blalock-Coleman
be
ss.ropaths
The sleighs were sliding Sun- M.W. Martin, R. Downs, Taz _three sisters, Mrs. Lowell Sholar of Paducah, Mrs. Lonnie
Lexington; three sisters.,
the chapel of the Max Churchill chapel 11 the
—
Nile
.
..
Elder
Dunes:
with
are
day." The editors were doing Staid, ay. Schreader, R.T. . Jones. ...1204_ Oliv.e :Street.- Wok. *4 Vatravi, Ohib, andl
of
March
Ave
arrangements
Egperel
Funeral
Rev.
Fbneral Home with
Pen, -Mrs. Scott Clayton of
Cosurge_
Mrs.
-4.4-liffily•
•to
`back
collect
best
ng;
heir
tine
larinA'aficiati
the'
Farley.
but
encemptete
Heyward Roberts officiating.
payments with this ad: "
Pastors of the churches were nihgen and Mrs. Jessie Ilarz _ Thin.; six sons, Graham of
Funeral Home of Benton will
Serving as pallbearers were
Pallbearers were Jerry Don,
ex- listed:. J.II. Felts, Methodist; nett, both of Murray Route Murray, Cecil of Springfield,
in
wood
the
of
geed
charge
have
Wanted
Clifton
were
who
RICk), Larry. , Robert, Bobby, nephews
change for subscription or debts Etd. H.B. Tayler, Baptist; Eld. Three; one brother, Loyd Edison of Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
arrangements
and Roy Butler Burial was in Eta lerst Ihmert Enwrson, Joe
Houston of Murray Route Marshall of,. Mayfield. Bill of
due this office."
S.F. Fowler, Christian.
the Mt. Carmel Cemetery with Ed Errierst,n, Moses Outland,
Three; six granchildren, Athens, Ga , and Clinton (e
Conner
•'Zepti
item:
Another
InMurray
the
of
Trustees
Taz
and
Thornton,
the arrangements by the Max Joe Pat
Michael, Cindy, and Lisa Woodlawn,,Tenn.; one sister,
Texas
to
trip
big
lie-frail
is
T.R.
Gatlin,
W.P.
were:
stitute
Thornton.
Churchill Funeral Home.
says he Jones, J.C. McElrath, Dr. J.G. McDaniel, Warren Keith, Kevin Mrs. Doris Rose of Biunpus
Zeph
-atid
Arkaneaw.
Elul
the
in
died
was
Route
67,
•
age
Benton
Interment
Butler,
Mrs.,
Guy Warren of
sold enough-tobacco te keep all Hart, Nat Ryan, W.J. Beale, Lee, and Jamul Beth Hopkins. Mills, Tenn.; three brothers,
Fridae at the Benton Municipal Grove Cemetery with the
One died Monday at fotfr a.eu. al
Charlie and William Feltner of
Texas Thawing' for several M.W. Martin.
Hospital She is survived by her arrangements by the BlalockTheefuneral w di be held today Cadiz, and. Warren
his home. He was 64 years of
of
Murayi'iith.
M.M. Lee of Aline, Ks.., ad- at twa, p.m, at the chapel of the
husband, Louis Butler; four Coleman Funeral Home
Louisville; eighteen grandOpera
lively.
a
had
"Hot
as
following
the
etrUsed
daughters, Mesdames Dorothy
J H. Churchill Funeral Horne
He- is survived by his wife,
James
House, The Vendome:
degree
Bargains": Jeans Pants per with Rev. Harold Bates and children including
Pugh, Virginia Stroud, Betty Horse-shortrig
Warren of Benton
Hilda
Mrs.
La.
Feltner of Murray; eighteen
TOCH
ES
I
of the opera pair 'Scents; ladies Shoes per
ATe:H
manager
Woodruff,
N
daughters,
Rosemary
and
Mohundre,
Rev. W. &id Glover officiating
Riede One. two
Mary lasieLerass of
•
N ortIniresteen
LPTI
tOUS?, pi.sses to Cale for
Men's -Music will be Richard Jones, great grandchildren
te
Herdman; sister, Mrs. Jewel Louisiana I. reverses is adding a Murray Route Two expired Mrs. Mary LoU -Jeffrey
genany.
of
buggy
horse
and
the
•
rad 110345 cents. Across
ft(,we ; bra'Met.. Arthur-Gotwen
organist, and Mrs. Harold
course in horses/teeing In its. ne Sunday at 1:45 pia,at the home Hardin Route One and Mrs.
tlenian . whe brings a lady front top of the 'back page, Martin
11•4141Clatt degree
ten grandchildren; five' great •nsi
Bates. soloist.
of Mrs. Dottie Tabers on Pattie Mae Harrison of Benton
the country to '"The Deestritit Dale &0.,of Murray and J.M.
offering‘.
grandchildren
Murray Route Two. She was 73 Route One; one sister, Mrs.
Active pallbearers are Jack
hues-Co., Milk!, advertised in
Palm
West
of
Robinson
death
Elsie
'tears of age and her
Miller, Clyde Phelps, Buron
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